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Rigsby's latest mosaic for Racers lose No. 1 ranking `Super
Saturdays'
Ronald McDonald House in loss at MTU,65-59
set for gifted, talented
See Rainey's Day, page 5

See story on page 2

See story on page 8
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Worker dies, another missing
after towboat sinks on the Milo
CAIRO, Ill.(AP)- Barge traffic Was halted on the Ohio River
after a towboat apparently struck an approach wall of a lock and
dam, leading to the death of one worker, authorities said.
A second worker was missing but rescuers had to call off their
search because of bad weather.
• The towboat sank early Monday on the Ohio River at Lock and
Dam 53 -about 19 miles upriver from Cairo. said Ron Hall, a
spokesman for the Army Corps of Engineers.
. •
Dead was Barbara Collins, 47, of West Memphis, Ark., a cook
on the towboat, said Shirley Ford, a spokeswoman with Southern
Medical Center in Cairo.
„
•
The identitY of the missing crew member was not known Monday night, Ms. Ford said.
Seven other workers were rescued by nearby towboats, Hall
said.
Barge traffic was halted until weather clears up so other
towboat operators can safely steer past the wreckage, submerged about 40(1feetupriver from the approach of the dam,Hall said.
Divers with the Coast Guard postponed the search for the missing crew member when heavy snow and winds cut visibility, Hall
said. They would return to the water when conditions improved.
Hail said Monday night that five towboats upriver were waiting
to lock through, while seven towboats were lined up downriver.
Officials think the towboat, named the City of Greenville, probably hit the upper approach wall of the lock and dam, but an investigation was continuing, Htill said.
„
,Poor visibility likely obscured the lights arfrb-uoys used to illuminate the site of the -submerged lock, said Larry Dickson,
chief of the waterways management branch of the Army Corps of
Engineers in Louisville, Ky.
"It sank in a matter of minutes," said Truman Emerson,
lockmaster at the facility. •
•
••
Hall said in the eight years he has worked at the dam, he can
recall only one other towboat striking the approach wall, but it
did not sink:

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, returning to the
White House today for more talks with President Reagan. is facing stiff resistance as he seeks U.S. pressure on Israel to make
concessions to the Palestinians.
ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand - Vietnamese forces today
rain shellfire on Khmer Rouge defghse lines in Cambodia, near
the border with Thailand, sending hundreds of Thai and Cambodian villagers fleeing, say Thai military sources.
WASHINGTON - William J. Bennett, the new secretary of
education, says parents have been "burned" by schools using
controversial teaching materials- and are justified.in keeping
close -watch on what their children study.
.ALBUQUERQUE„V.M. - Adventurer Ben Abruzzo. who'
dreamed of flying around the world-in a balloon as a modern-day
Phineas Fogg, felt he Was indestructible and never expected to
die, says a fellow balloonist. Abruzzo, who made histroy in 1978
when he and two other men made the first trans-Atlanitc balloon flight, was killed Monday in a-plane crash.
LOS ANGELES - Cathy Evelyn Smith, accused in the drug
overdose death of comedian John Belushi, has opted to face a
murder charge rather than accept an agreement to plead guilty to manslaughter. Ms. Smith asked - Monday for a preliminary
hearing to determine if there is sufficient evidence to try her.
LOWER LAKE, Calif. - A mining company is gambling that
millions of ounces of gold are buried in the lush Blue Ridge Hills.
It's Spending $270 million to.get to the ore, reviving memories of
California's gold rush. The gamble, for Homestake Mining Co. of
San Francisco, centers on the price of gold.
•
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 12, the 43rd day of 1985. There are 322
• days left in the year.
Today'S highlight in history: On Feb. 12, 1809. the 16th president of the United States. Abraham Lincoln, was born in a log
cabin in what is now Larue County, Ky.
Today's birthdays: Actor Lorne Greene is 70. Actor Forrest
Tucker is 66. Movie director Franco Zefferelli is 62. Sportscaster
Joe Garagiola is 59. senator Arlen Specter, R-Pa., is 55. Basketball hall-of-famer Bill Hussell is 51. Actor Joe Don Baker is 49
Author Judy Blume is 47. Actress Maud Adams is 40.
Thought for today: "Those who deny freedom to others deserve
it not for themselves, and, under a just Gad, cannot long retain
•
--Abraham Lincoln +1809-184W:• •• -• -•
-

Governor say2 school
goals are on the way

MARCH.' KICKOFF DATE PLANNED - Members of the Calloway-County Red Cross Advanced Gifts
committee met Monday to discuss the March 1 beginning of the spring•fun
d drive to benefit the local
Red Cross chapter. Within_the next few weeks businesses in the county will
be contacted to participate
in the program, with a 7:30 a.m. breakfast planned on March 1-to kickoff the
fund drive. Pictured itbeve
are members of the committee as they„met Monday. clockwise from left -,
Mayor Holmes Ellis; Mac
Fitts, fund drive chairman; Peggy IBillington, executive director of the local Red
Cross chapter; Stuart
Poston, Red Cross Board chairman and Walt Apperson, committee member.
Staff.photo
Kevin
by
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Castro says his reform proposals
are similar to those of the pope
WASHINGTON (AP) Cuban President Fidel Castro,
accusing the United States of
perpetuating an unjust social
order in Latin America.says his
proposed changes for the region
echo suggestions made trecently
by Pope John Bata II.
Responding to U.S. allegations
that .Cuba is seeking MarxistLeninist revolution in Latin
America,'Castro said the pope
"could also be accused of practicing subversion."
He noted that during the
pope's visit this month to
several South American countries, the pontiff said "land had
to be given to the natives, he
declared that schools were
necessary for children, jobs for
the workers and for the families,

medicines and doctors for the ill,
and also foodstuffs and
housing."
"What we preach is more or
less that," Castro said in an interview broadcast Monday night
on public television's "MacNeilLehrer Newshour."
The United States, on the
other hand, "wants to maintain
an unjust social order that has
meant for the peoples of -this
hemisphere poverty, hunger,
underdevelopment, diseases, ignorance," he said. '
"If we are accused of wanting
to promote change, we can also
accuse the United States of wanting to avoid change. But, actually:neither can we export it
nor can the United States avoid

It..,
Castro also reaffirmed his
desire for improved relations
with the United States but said it
will not accept demands by
Washington that Cuba end its
close allegience to the Soviet
Union.
"I am a revolutionary, and I
shall always be a revolutionary,
and I will not change a single
one of my principles for a thousand relations with a thousand
countries like the United
States," the Cuban leader said.
The.interview was the latest in
a series of recent Contacts with
the U.S. media, members of
Congress and American church
leaders in which 'Castro has expressed interest in an accommodation with the United States.

Parties encourage $2 tax donation
Leader's of both the
Democratic and Republican
local parties are encouraging
residents to earmark $2 of their
state income tax return for party support.
- Individuals can, by checking a
box on their tax return fornr.
designate $2 for the party they
wish to support. Leaders say the
contribution will strengthen the
parties at The localand state

level. The money is used to 2
-upport candidates in the gerlEral
elections and for • the administrative costs of operating a
political party headquarters.
There are 16,585 Democrats
and Republicans in Calloway
County, according -to the
Democratic Party. If each voter
made the $2 contribution, the
county parties would receive
$8,292.50, a party press release

states.
Fifty cents of each donation
goes to the county party and the
remainder to the state
organization.
The contribution does not increase an individual's taxes, but
is taken from the taxpayer's
total tax liability, according to
the press release. It does not
reduce the taxpayer's amount of
refund.-
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger S.
TImiss by 5:30 0.M, Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 pan. and 6 p.m., .
Monday .through Friday. or
. 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offica Hours - B a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
am.-12 p.m. Saturday

'\ \\SUNNY
Tonight: Becoming clear
and cold. Low around 15. Nortipsztc"...
-.rtad 40 to 20 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
'-High near 32. Northwest wind
10 to 20 mph.
ExtendettForecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of rain or snow
Thursday and partly cloudy..
Friday and Saturday:- Lower •
from the mid teens to around
20 amthighs from 35 to 45.

.
_
Discuss!
LANS lOB II)I-TRIAI

kit HE:AT-10N PR041It
- Mita 113traietor Vary Htplirnalt
and Director of-Cartipus Recreation at MSt . Gary Baurer go over Some of the letters they have already
received from
tmainet‘ses in ?esponse to the more than 400 letters teltich were sent to county industries this past week. The letters outlined a ne% program being initiated by the parks department
allfm in"; induatrie% to he members of asear-round- recreation program. For niore information on the
pTo ra i eontaet the Nliirra •ValilnYity County Frarks Department at 753,7640. soon pboto by Kevin Boordeb

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE Ky. (API
- Gov. Martha Layne Collins
says she will address specific
goals for education when
she's had an adequate sampling of public opinion in her
tour of counties.
"We want to be sure we
don't leave anything out"
whet? drawing up legislation.
for the 1986 General.
Assembly, Mrs. Collins said
Monday during a swing
through her native ,Shelby
County.
"As soon as we can, we
.want a package"
legislative proposals, she
said.
Mrs. Collins, in conteany
with Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald,
also stopped in Trimble.
Oldham and Henry counties
Monday., The governor has
vowed to visit all .120 Kentucky counties to rally support for her education plans.
She said she hoped the
public was accepting'the effort as a campaign for education improvements, not for
higher taxes with which to
pay for them.
But, Mrs. Collins told,
reporters, "so much has to do
with the perception that's
built for me and you all have
a lot to do with that."
"When the time comes and
-I have to make the decision
about w-hether'or not new
revenues are needed or
whether we shift priorities or
whatever. I don't want it to
come out with, 'Well, she's
changed her mind.' which is
what I g5T-atcuse.d of last
time., which was not true."
Mrs. Collins said.
A package of tax increases,
with most of the proceeds earmarked for education, was
withdrawn by the governor
during the 1984- General
Assenthly because it lacked,
sufficient suppOrt:
This year. Mrs. Collins has
said several times that she
wants to see the Revenue
Cabinet's estimates of future
state earnings, then decide
whether more tak money is
needed for education.
"How am
* I going to know
six months from now what the
needs are _going ,tb. be? I've
got to feel my way to t:he point
that we understand what the
economy is in Kentucky,'she
said.
Meantime, Mrs. Collins
said, the and Mrs. McDonald.,
are telling residents in
county •.that good school
systems can gs,t better.
Harrison Hickman. the
governor's pollster, found
that Kentuckians commonly
think their' local school.
systems are' adequate and
that others else to blame for
the general shortcomings of
the state's schools.
"We keep saying to them,
even if they do rank pretty
high in some of the ratings,
whether it's -a low dropout
rate or the percentage of
students going on to college.
' we want them tb set even
higher goals," Mrs. Collins
said.
theylw tocid', they'caO'
always be better.- That's the
• only way we're going to excel
in Kentucky."
-(Oont'd on pant 1)
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Audit: No-net cost tobacco program costs millions
July 1982 to June 1984:
estimate that the Commodity
WASHINGTON (AP) The agency said its prediction
Credit Corporation could lose
Despite a two-year-old program
was not directly comparable to
to stop the use of taxpayer funds
$164 million on loans to prothe Agriculture Department's
for tobacco price-support loans,
ducers of the 1982 crop of flue$164 million figure, which was
such subsidies still cost the
cured -tobacco - one of the two
major varieties among the eight
based on losses over a longer
government millions of dollars,
kinds grown in- the United
term.
a government audit said.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
States.
_ The General Accounting OfThe GAO estimated in the
one of,two lawmakers who refice said differences in methods
report issued Monday that as a
quested the GAO study, issued a
of computing interest used by
- the Treasury Department and - result of the difference -in in- - statement laying -it was "unconscionable -for the governterest computation practices.
the Commodity Credit Corporathe Commodity Credit Corpora- _ ment to subsidize the tobacco intion, which provides the loans.
tion would pay $6 million more
dustry while at the sometime
have resulted in a continuing
in interest on money it receives
spending millions of dollars to
flow of taxpayer dollars to the
discourage the product's use
from the Treasury Department
tobacco program.
to make the loans than it will
and treating related health
- The GAO, an investigative
problems."
receive in interest on the portion
arm .of Congress, quoted an
Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, DAgriculture Department
of the 1982 crop under loan from

Mo , who also requested the
ficials described as a corporareport, said it showed the'tobaction revolving fund'used to make
co program should be tightened *the loans is gradually depleted.
when Congress takes up this
Congress periodically ap-.
propriates money to replenish
year's farm bill. He said tobacco
the fund, which is also used for
is "deleterious to the health of
price supports for other crops.
millions" and "public money
should not be spent to encourage
The GAO said Agriculture
the production of.it."
Secretary John Block could
The GAO report said that the
remedy the situation by changCommodity Credit Corporation
ing the -methods by which the
does not compound interest
Commodity Credit Corporation,
part of his department, comcharged to tobacco producers
putes interest.
associations for price-support
Ron Buckhalt, an aide to
Loans. But the Treasury Department does compound the inAssistant Agriculture Secretary
terest for money it lends to the
John Ford. said late Monday
corporation to make such loans.
afternoon, when the GAO report
Thus, what agriculture ofwas issued, that the department.

would have no comment.
Enacted in 1982, the "no net
cost" program made major
changes in the 47-year-old program 1, under which the Commodity Credit Corporation supports prices for producers
through government loans
through tobacco associations.
If the market price for any lot
of tobacco falls below its
federally set price-support rate,
the producer may put it "under
loan" by getting a cash advance
from the tobacco association at
the price-support rate. The
association then Sells the tobacco at a price it sets jointly with
the corporation.

MSU students say Yugoslavians'
laid-back pace required patience
By Lisa Russell
Patience and openness are
among the qualities an American
college exchange student needs
to study in Yugoslavia. say two
Murray State University students
.
who recently returned.
Lori Keen, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Keen of Benton
- Route 3: -andlLyrin Jarrett. the
son of Gary Jarrett of McKenzie,

Tenn., studied during the fall 1984
semester at the University of
Sarajevo through an exchange
program coordinated by the Murray State Center for International
Programs.
•
Jarrett, a graduate student in
biology and philosophy, said he
benefited from the experience:
Yet he cautions that the slow-

MSU program serves
gifted-talented pupils

•

A newt''Super Saturdays" program designed for gifted and,
talented elementary school
, students will be initiated at Murray State University in March.
Area students in grades one
through seven who are selected
fOr the -program will 'atterid .classes from 9 to 11:30,-a.M. on
four"consecutive _Saturdays
March 9-30. ,.
Dr Richard
.Hazier, assistant
professor in the . Department of
Edu ea tiOn.3.1 Ieadc.-rQhip and_
Counseling, is director of the program, which willoffer 11 courses
in three age ''groups - first
through third grade, third
-through fifth- -grade and "fifth
through seventh grade.
He said the program-will bring
together the best of the region's
elementary school students. topquality' -faculty, intellectually
stimulating study topics and ii-Se
of the bet resources Murray
State and the region have to offer. Hazier explained that the
• ''Super Saturdays" concept w
.
as
devised to meet the needs of
gifted, and talented elementaryaged students much as the highly
successful
MSU
Summer
Challenge Program has done for
high school students.
The program was developed by
a group of • MSU faculty. along
with local educators and ad- ininfstrators, to provide bUtstan. ding elementary students with an
enjoyable enrichment experience
with instructors, small classes
and content areas:not readilyavailable- to them gin their: local
schools.
- Tartlet-pants: may select one

paced Yugoslavian lifestyle can
be frustrating.
"It little things upset you here,
I don't think you should go," says
Jarrett. "The big difference is in
attitude. The Yugoslavians just
aren't. in a. hurry to get things
done."
-MISS Keen,a senior higthry-and
sociology major, was eager to see
the communist system at work.
She found the country's "social
stratification" to be interesting
with less "difference between the
richand the poor than there is in
the. United States."
Both students discovered major differences between the
educational systems of American
and Yugoslavia, Mists Keen said
the Yugoslavian state-run schools
are free, bur that admission is
"very competitive.-

four-week program from such
topics as cpmputers, children's
theatre. niath. French, animal
care, , archaeology, creative
writing, drawing andothers. The
cost for participation in a four" Eight "other Murray State
week program is $45, which includes materials. instruction and students have participated in exchanges for either the fall or cura T-shirt.
Parents may attend classes at rent semester for the 1984-85
corresponding times to learn school year. Other institutions
exchange
have
more about understanding their which
gifted,child. understanding and agreements with Murray State
using test scores, promotingra are Kenyatta . University .in
child's talents at home and using Nairobi, Kenya; the Darling
local gifted and talented parent Downs Institute, Toowoomba,
Parent Australia; and the Technological
support_
workshops are $4 each or $10 for Institute. Cartago, Costa Rica.
all four sessions.
Interested elementary students
must meet some specific criteria
to qualify ler "Super-Saturdays."
Achievement test scores, intelligence test scores and principal/teacher recommendations
may all be - O portion of the
evaluation, depending on the individual student's situation.
The Murray City School Board
Anyone interested in registering a child or in obtaining more met Monday evening during a
information about "Super Satur- specially called business
days" should call(502)762-4229-at meeting, with all bills for the
Murray State. Qualified-students school district approved for
will be accepted into the program
payment.
on a first-come first-served basis.
The 30 minute meeting was
so registration should be comcalled due to conflicts which
pleted as soon as possible, but no • arose due to-changes in meeting
later than March 1.
dates and locations being in- Since some local school
itiated this month by theschooldistricts are also participating as
board.
•
a group in order to provide
The board will meet again for
special advantages to their par,
its second scheduled meeting for
ticipants, there may be advanFebruary in the Murray High
tages to calling the local
School library on Feb. 25, accorsuperintendent's office for
ding to Robert Glin Jeffrey,
regittration information.
superintendent.'

Murray board
holds special
meeting

Collins...
(Cont'd from page 1)
At-a town meeting earlier in
Oldham County, "I asked how
many of them have friends or
relatives anywhere else in the
state of Kentucky and you

"I think, if nothing mote, we
have- made "people aware of
education. We have made them
evaluate, scrutinize and check
to see what's going on in their
school system."

Man injured
in accident
on North 4th

A Complete
System for
Home Fun and
Education!
AS LOW AS
^••"20 PER
MONTH

Ca11.1111F

Reg. Separate Items 384.65

a 16K Standard BASIC
Color Computer 2
•Arcade-Style Joysticks
and Plug-In Star Blaze
Game Program Pak
•Deluxe RS-232 Program
Pak, Information Service
Universal Sign-Up Kit,
DC-1 Modem and Cable

Staff photos by Kevin Bowden

,shoUld have seen the hands go
up," Mrs. Collins saki. "So, I'm
asking them to call - their
neighbors, friends, relatives,
anybody that they laiow, and encourage them to support our
educational reforms so that we
can have quality education.

RadioadaoThaek
thaek COAP
TTFreR
GET YOUR FAMILY A COLOR
COMPUTER!

Save $8470
29995

HOG SHOW HELD - Above,
some of the more than 80
hogs involved in Monday's
contest are being herded
around the ring as they are
judged in the West Kentucky
Market Hog Show and Carcass Contest. At right,
retired MSU agriculture pfoftssor Dr. Arlie Scott stands
by the trophies to be awarded to the winners in contest.
The winner* are scheduled'
to be announced Thursday.

Learn to program in BASIC using
color and sound effects (manual
incLuded), plug in a Program Pak
adventure game or access information services by phone Includes
one free hour of connect time on
Dow Jones News/Retrieval and
CompuServe egasily expandable

Syt,,tem ,ncludes 26-3134 26-3094 26-3008 26-2226 26-1 ,75.26-2224 26.3014 Dow Jones News/Retneval/Registered TM Dow Jones
& Co Inc CompuServbiRegnitered TM CornpuServ, Inc
Calton 1 a ilionoco man, of Cnnotn

ENJOY TOTAL SUPPORT FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER RETAILER
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/leek Store or Dealer Nearest You

The concept of a career ladder
is to pay the best teachers
enough to keep them in the
classroom, rather than forcing
them to seek administrative
posts in order to make more
money. The Kentucky Education Association has been a
leading opponent of -the idea,
urging a general pay raise for

teachers instead.
"We need good, bright people
coming on all the time in education," Mrs. Collins said. --SO.-I,
for one,am going to be very adamant that this (career ladder)is
not a punitive thing in any size,
shape or form, that it's
something-that's rewarding for
teachers."

Hearing testing available
on campus this semester
hearing loss may be caused by an
Testing for hearing problem's
ear infection, middle- ear fluid
has resumed for the spring
and impacted wax.
semester at Murray State
University.
inuicators of a hearing loss inSusan Snell, audiologist at the
clude an ability to hear but not to
university Diagnostic and
understand; delay in speech and
Remediation Center, said ser-. language development in a child;
vices are available to the general
person who talks louder or
public. The charge is based on insofter than would be expected;
come- scale.
and,lack of response to noise,
Causes of permanent hearing
such as the ringing of a phone.
loss, according to Ms. Snell, inTO* 'Schedule an appointment,
-elude 05ToSiire to loud noise Arid
anyone may call the center at
aging: She added that temporary
(502 762-2446.
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Area_Bible_Pour-ses offered

for

-A total of six weatherfdatedaccidents in Murray were
Want to earn college credit
choose," according to Mark
reported during a 12-hour period
'while taking Bible classes or
Welch, Dean of the College.
-Monday, according to the Murearning a theological degree? It
Classes offered this semester inray Police Department, with one
now possible through an exclude Thompson Chain
injury reported from the
Reference Bible Study and
tension college.
accidents.
Christian International, an in,
Genesis. "Both coursea offer
Dennis R. McDaniel, 34, Route
terdenominational evangelical. students a challenging and in3, Murray, reportedly was
correspondence College, has
teresting study of God's Word
traveling on North 4th Street
established a branch of
while earning college credit,"
Monday about 11:30 a.m. when
Bethesda Bibls Church, a nonsays Welch.
the 1979, Chevrolet van he was
denominational church located
Some acquirbd college credits
driving slid off the road, struck a
six miles west of Benton. The
from
other institutions may also
utility pole and slid into a roadFlorida-based college is designbe transferred toward a degree
side ditch.
Christians
more
establish
ed to
from Christian .InternationaL
No other vehicles were invOlvfirmly in their faith and to- train ,Degr2W 49,11,1 -0!_kM.4111.1i0m the
' ed In—th e* /IC cidefft7Wifire' -interfSled -iiii-sons for The
associate to doctoral levels.
McDaniel was treated for'minor
ministry:
Registration for this semester
injuries and released from the
The Cl course structure allows
is Thursday,Feb. 14 at7 p.m. All
Murray-Call.oway County
the individual the liberty of stuHospital.
classes will meet consecutive
dying in -orip's spare time at
The van belonged to Trucks,
Thursdays at Bethesda Bible
one's own pace while developing
church, Benton-Szmsonia Road,
Trailers and Buses,Inc. and susleadership and a greater
Hwy:-34B. _
_ tabled damage to:the front right
Biblical knowledge:.----------,
For ,inore -information call
aide, according to a police
:tudents may take as few or
report.
_
as many courses 'as they' 527-1059, 758-7217 or 851-3173.
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PERSPECTIVE
Big labor's support
of Mondale backfires
The AFL-CIO and its president, Lane Kirkland, still have
egg on their faces for their unprecedented early support of
Democratic candidate Walter
F. Mondale in last year's presidential nominating process.
After the labor union's "fullcourt press" in his behalf,
Mondale suffered one of the
worst electoral defeats in
presidential history.

largest.
The federation's leadership
has attempted to distance itself from the political disaster, but the embarrassment
won't be quickly forgotten. In
an editorial printed seven
days after President Reagan
was re-elected, the Charleston
(W.Va.) Gazette said if Kirkland had any sense of decency
and honor he would resign.
It said: "Kirkland's grand
Support from the AFL-CIO
strategy
put his union, months
leadership for the Mondale
prior
to
1984's general elec.,
nomination was unprecedenttion.
100
percent
not only beed and risky — a bad political
hind
the
Democratic
Party's
gamble. The AFL-CIO came'
presidential
candidate
but
out for Mondale on Oct. 1,
also
behind
a
particular
candi1983, long before the Democratic primaries. The federa- date seeking the office, fortion never before had en- mer Vice President Walter
dorsed a presidential candi- Mondale. The result of that
date in advance of his planning ended in ay disaster
nomination. The AFL-;CIO, on Tuesday, Nov. 6." •
In a letter replying to the
which represents 13.7 million
Gazette
editorial, Murray
workers, pulled out all the
AFL-CIO
Seeger,
infotmation
stops to defeat Ronald
director,
said
a
federation
poll
Reagan, who showed strong
that
uniorr
showed
members.
labor support in the 1980 election, because it considered his voted the Mondale-Ferraro
policies hostile to the union ticket by a 61 percent to 39
percent (exit polls at the precause. put the count for all
cincts
We all know the result.
union
families
at 52-48). "If the
President Reagan won 49,out
electorate
general
had voted
of 50 states and carried the
in similar fashion," Seeger
Electoral College, 525-13. His wrote, "Mondale would be the
re-election proved the AFL- president-elect."
CIO certainly was no political
Seeger's letter 'ended by
king-maker — that many saying that .Kirkland "is reunion members revolted and sponsible to the affiliated unrefused to follow their leaders. ions of the AFL-CIO and not to
In,fact, the federation's ac- the editor or publisher of the
tion may have served to de- Charleston Gazette.feat any Democratic chance
We think his responsibility
for the presidency by squeez- is wider than that. We think
ing out candidates like Sen. Kirkland and his political'
Gary Hart of Colorado and strategists did the AFL-CIO
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio. The rank and file, the Democratic
endorsement was a tip-off for Party and the American peomany of the _nation's voters ple a disservice. The blunder
that Mondale was in the pock- should not be repeated. In
et of special-interest groups
1988, labor should act with
of which the. AFL-CIO was the more restraint.
e
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Stranded speech team's snow experience
has touched the hearts of Calloway County
Seldom has a community been
moved so greatly by an act of
kindness as has Calloway County by the Calloway County High
School speech team's recent
,snow-bound experience at
Elizabethtown.
Perhaps you have heard the
story, or a part of it
how the
congregation of a predominately
black church rescued the chilled
Calloway County youngsters
from their stalled bus on the
West Kentucky Parkway, took
them to warm quarters, fed
them and saw to their every
comfort' until once again they
were on the way home.
My good Church of Christ
preacher friend, John Dale, based his sermon this past Sunday
at Seventh and Poplar on the experience, calling it, "If We Were
They..." His focus was on what
it is all about — how God wants
us tp love and act with kindness
and compassion toward one
another.
Out at the high school, they
are having an appropriate plaque made and engraved expressing the district's appreciation. Plans are to have the same
speech team present it to the
folks at the Elizabethtown
church when the team goes back
up that way.in a few weeks to
compete in the state
tournament.
In the meantime, the pastor of
the church has been called by
several parents of team
members — also expressing appreciation — and still others
have sent gifts or letters.
This has been a neat learning
experience for the youngsters
and their coach, Larry England
— a lesson in total and immediate action by total
strangers in a time of great
need.

"I know we all grew a lot as a
result of the experience," Larry
told me the other day in his office, recounting it in great
detail. "I know it has been the
most unique and meaningful experienqe of my 15 years in
speech coaching."
• • •
The circumstances upon
which all this is based happened
the weekend of January 18-19.
That was the weekend during
which we here in Murray were
buried under almost a foot of
snow. It closed the churches, the
schools, and even Murray State
University.
The CCHS speech team — 27
young people — and Larry were
in Lexington competing along
with 24 other top teams from
across the state in Lexington
Catholic High School's
prestigious invitational
tournament.
On such a trip, the team normally leaves Murray on Friday
morning, competes in the tournaments that afternoon and
much of the following day before
leaving for home in the early
evening, arriving at the school
about 10:30 p.m. That's pretty
standard.
Too, the team always travels
in a big, 70-passenger, dieselpowered bus, No. 8303, .with
Larry.at the wheel. Big enough
for the team and Its luggage, it
also is considered the best, most
reliable bus in the county's fleet.
• • •
About the time the tournament started on Saturday morning, it began to snow, just as it
had here in Murray. It kept it up
all day, and by late afternoon
several inches were on the
ground. Word was it was to con.
tinue through the night.
Although Larry and the team

letter to the editor
Let's he honest
about pro-wet
election group

capitol ideas

by torn raum

WASHINGTON (AP — It's
budget time again on Capitol
Hill, and that means biting the
bullet, fishing or cutting bait and
making sure everything is at
least on the table if not on the
front burner.

Republicans may try to railroad
Reagan's budget plan — which
terminates subsidies for Amtrak
— through Congress.
Rep. Guy Vander Jagt, RMich., says. "The president has
shown great courage ... in his
-commitment
to get the federal
Nothing seems to bring out
cliches like economic debates, government back on the track."
But Sen. Lawton Chiles. Dand President Reagan's submission last week of his $974 billion Fla., wants to know why Reagan
budget for fiscal 1986 set off an wanted to put deficit reduction
avalance of them — so to speak. and tax revision "on different
—The time has come to bite the' tracks ... if we could put those
bullet," Budget Director David two goals on one track, we would
Stockman declared in congres- have a chance of really solving
this deficit dilemma."
sional testimony.
And House Minority Leader
Senate Budget Committee
Robert Michel,'R-Ill., says he
Chairman Pete V. Domenici, has doubts,about trying to put
R-N.M., upped the ante, telling a tax simpleication "on a fast
National Press Club audience track."
that Reagan's proposed budget
"There may be two tracks, but
cuts require "that we bite 25 the first track is deficit reduer separate bullets.",
tion," weighs in Senate Majority
When not chewing a mouthful, Leader Robert-Dole, R-Kan.
Domenici is following other purSometimes Reagan's tax.
suits. "It's time to fish or cut simplification plan isn't on the
bait, and I'm ready to fish," he
tracks at all, but on a stove.
told members of his committee.
Several members of Congress
Democrats, meanwhile, are say the tax plan should await its
voicing concern that turn "on the back burner" until
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kept apprehensive eyes on the throughout the night to keep its
weather throughout the day, engine warm, Larry had his 27
they kept their minds on their youngsters up, fed and ready to
speech contests well enough to go about 9:30 the next morning
win the tournament, something
— Super Bowl Sunday. Their
they do quite regularly. They limited speech tournament
had defeated the Jessamine budget had been unexpectedly
County team by a decisive tapped for something like $300
margin in the finals.
for the rooms and meals.
Their vicitory celebration was
Before leaving Elizabethtown,
a brief one as the worsening they drove to a big truck stop
weather grabbed and held their where the tanks were filled with
attention. Mark Etherton and
diesel fuel and additives put in to
his Murray High Speech Team
help prevent it from jelling — a
also had been competing in the 'commom problem with diesel
tournament. He and Larry fuel under. extreme cold
decided to travel together and
conditions.
try to make it as far as
They left the truck stop about
Elizabethtown, at least.
9:30 in the morning, had passed
Although the road became exunder the overpass just this side
tremely hazardous at Bard- of Elizabethtown and were only
stown, they made it to
a few hundred yards up the long
Elizabethtown without mishap grade beyond when the motor of
and stopped at the travelersthe bus began to sputter, miss
popular Jerry's Restaurant and balk.
there to feed the teams and to
The diesel fuel was beginning
decide whether or not% Push on
to jell in the lines or wherever
toward Murray.
such a process takes place. Larry called his wife, JoBeth, Within minutes, the motor quit
here ,in Murray to ask about altogether, and Larry guided the
local weather conditions. As you
big vehicle to a stop beside the
know, they were equally as bad, snow-covered interstate.
if not worse, than upstate. She
Their predicament was, instrongly advised them to spend
deed, a serious one — 27
the night in Elizabethtwon.
teenagers and one adult totally
The State Police had the same
unprepared for such conditions
advice;adding that they were in
stranded in 15-degrees-belowthe process of closing the snow- zero weather in almost a foot of
covered West Kentucky
snow.
Parkway.
The responsibility • was an
Larry and Mark-found rooms awesome one for the young
for their youngsters at the near- Calloway County speech coach,
by Ramada Inn, and they settled
to say the least. But, thanks to
down for the night as the
the compassion and brotherly
temperature plunged way below
love demonstrated.by a wonderzero outside. To complicate mat- fill group of God-fearing people,
ters even more, the Murray
the experience is now just a
High bus was hobbled by alterheart-warming memory.
nator and battery problems,
Their fascinating experience
• • •
will be continued in Thursday'S
After starting and running the
column as I share with you the
Calloway bus periodically
rest of the team's story.

looking back
Ten years ago
Plans are underway for a new office building to be built for the
Calloway County Board of Education. according to William B.
Miller. superintendent.
Murray State University has been selected to receive a first
place national award for a pilot project initiated last fall to provide specialized services at no cost to local governments and
area development districts.
John Mack Carter has been named editor of Good Housekeeping magazine. He is the son of Mrs. W.Z. Carter of Murray.
Edna Vaughn has been chosen as Valentine Queen of Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority.
Twenty years ago
Joe Pat Trevathan, on staff'of Bethel Richardson, CPA, has
been notified that he successfully passed his examination as a Certified Public Accountant and will receive the oath and his certificate in Louisville today. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Trevathan of Murray.
The program to establish "Child Haven" Homes throughout
the city of Murray. is underway.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Willie and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L.
Denton.
Seaman,Recruit James T. Hughes, 17, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hilton Hughes, has completed his training at the Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Mrs. Thomas B. Hogancamp spoke on "The Faith of Esther" at
meeting of the Bethany Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Church held at home of Mrs. Rudolph Thurman.
Thirty years ago
A low of 10 degrees above zero was registered here last night.
Dave Thornton. Scout Field Executive for Happy Valley
District of Boy Scouts of America, spoke about "Scouting" at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by Hugh Oakley.
The Murray- Training School Orchestra will make its first offcampus appearance of the season on Feb. 11 at Almo High
School. Jean Dick will be soloist.'A trio composed of Jean Dick,
Charlene Robinson and'Jenelen McKinney also will be featured. Roses and carnations for Valentine's Day are listed as selling
for $3 a dozen in the ad for Shirley Florist.
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deficit reduction is
accomplished.
But Dole says he thinks "tax
simplification is_ on the front
burner" although he isn't "sure
if the burner was turned on."
Then there is the budget table.
frequently mentioned but never
seen.
When House Budget Committee Chairman William Gray III.
D-Pa., mentioned at a news conference that "everything is on'
the table." including Social
Security benefits if necessary.
Domenici. his Senate counterpart, proclaimed:
glad the chairman of the
House Budget Committee says
all things are on the table. I
think that's right. We've been
saying that for weeks."
Stockman told lawm-ltsers
that if they want defense stending cuts, they should propose
specifics and "put some of that
stuff on the table with members
behind it and maybe you'll get
floor debate."
Said Dole: "If we keep putting'.
stuff off the table, there won't be
anything left on the table."

To the Editor.
"Let's Be Honest-...now isn't
that an interestingaslogan for a
wet-dry election campaign! The
article in the Thursday.
February 7th, Ledger & Times
stated that this group that wants
the election "are not compaigning for a 'pro-wet' vote." To quote
further. "they say they want the
c4 to be either legally wet or
legally dry..." Isn't the city now
legally dry" If it isn't, then why
is the sale of liquor in our city
now referred to as -illegal sale"?
Let's be honest! If you folks in
this group want Murray to be
"dry," why would you want a
vote? Only the loser wants a
recount!
Let's be honest, you restaurant
owners in this group. Would you
not profit financially from the
sale of liquor in your establishment? YOu might be surprised if
your restaurant were hurt by
those who oppose your
'
Let'S be honest! If all you want
is the enforcement of the law.
then why hold an electron"'Why
not use whatever legal means are
available to assist and encArage
our law enforcement agencies" If
you know "liquor is sold here on
Sundays." then tell the police
about. it, Using your logic, if we
suddenly. had a dramatic in 'crease in the number of rapes.
and our police_ and sheriff departments couldn't make any arrests,
would you want a vote to see if we
should make rape legal"
Let's be honest, committee for
the election! If all you want is to
know the wishes of the public,
wq don't you just ask everone to
call you and tell you how -they
feel? Take a poll, not a vote!
Will you be honest. you folks
who want this vote? It's obvious
to any intelligent reader: your title would better be "Let's be
wet!"
I'll be honest. I strongly .supporit a "dry' Murray.
Sincerely. .
Thomas Lee Green, MI)
1720 Holiday Drive. Murray
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Radio class scheduled

77-7

Seniors plan trip

A non-credit course titled "Amateur Radio
License. Advanced Class" will be offered on
Monday evenings by the Center for Continuing
Education at 'Murray-Stale University for 10
weeksfrom 18 through April 29. except on March
11. Classes are scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
amateur radio station in Swann Hall with Bill.
Call, assistant professor of engineering
technology, as the instructor. Participans, who
are expected to have already passed the Federal
Communiations Commission (FCC) novice class
examination, will study Morse code, electronic
theory and FCC rules in preparation for the FCC
general or advanced class amateur radio license
•
its
WORLD
- Members of the World Friendship Club of Murray are pictured at the home examination. The FCC exam will be given at the
Mimi tiarrastazu from Cuba where the club's annual holiday party was held. Pictured konclusiorr of the course sequence. Anyone inot SIrs. .lnrg
from left, are, front row. Helen Garrastazu: Gorilana Krsmanovich; visiting exchange student from terested in registering for the course should mail
1 tigo..laN ia pref.entl at Murray State University: Debbie Shapla. club president: back row. Edith Not- the registration fee of $5 per person ( with'check
Ninger, MurraN : Mts. Garrastazu: Thelma Vtarford, Murray: Helen Karvounis, Greece: and Tina
made payable to Murray State University) along
Olson. c.ertitanN . The group enjoyed a potluck dinner of many foreign dishes and sang songs accom- ,, with name.1 address. telephone number and
partied to. Sirs. Noff.inger. pianist. Also present were Nyla Marvin, Philippines; Fei Oliver, China: Social Security number to Center for Continuing
Mer.hid Too,sie. Iran: Monica Walston.Germany; Gracie Erwin. Kirksey Neelam Tandon. India; and Education, Advanced Amateur Ftadio Class,
thsant Slustat.i. 1:0 pt. The .January meeting was a coffee with Angie- Chu at the Hong Kong Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,
ite.tatirant. Fiolida Inn, with refreshments served by the hostess. A special surprise baby shower was Ky. 42071. or call 762-2716.
;.:iN en in honor of Fel OliN er ho is expecting a baby in February.

Alumni group will meet

The Student Alumni Association of Murray
State University will meet Thursday. Feb. 14, at
7 p.m. in Barkley Room,Curris Center, MSU. All
members and interested persons are invited to
attend, a spokesman said.

A
,
s

Tax help offered -free

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance ( VITA)will
be offered free to low income people. elderly peo-_,
pie and students who need help preparing their
individual income tax Atunis. This will be by
Beta Alpha Psi Accounting Fraternity at Murray
State University in Mississippi Room of Curris
Center on Wednesday. Feb. 13, from noon to 4
p.m, This will be each Wednesday until April 10
except for March' 13. For information call
762-4193.

tkk

.aL.ien Owens 2 year old
,'ehte of Phollop and Bar

Christopher Starnes born

OWer-

'Watch Our
Baby Grow'
Portrait
Club
weonesday is
Tut s Day
Special Packages
Spec'aj Prices

ARTCRAFT
DHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

-

F1VF: 6ENERATI0Ns - Mrs. Hazel Mitchell, Paducah, is the great.
great-grandmother of Christopher Mark Denham, born Dec. 26 at Murray.
He is being held b his father. Mark Denham, now in Officers Training
•SehOol for the Air Force at San Antonio, Texas. Pictured at left is Mrs.
F:velyn .Brannon of Paducah. daughter
Mrs.- Mitchell, grandmother of
Mark,and great-grandmother of Chriskipher. Pictured at right is Mrs. H.C.
i Shirley) Den'ham of Murray, granddaughter of Mrs. Mitchell. daughter of
Mrs. Brannon. mother of Mark and grandmother of Christopher.

a

Reservations are being taken for the trip for
Senior Citizens and friends to Cumberland Falls
State Park April 15 to 17. according to Jackie
Weatherford, travel agent. The bus will leave at
7 a.m. instead of 7 p.m. as previously stated on
Monday, April 15. and return to Murray at 8 p.m.
on Wednesday, April 17. The cost of 5159 peeper.
-t.
son with two people sharing a room will include
two nights at the park, round trip tais transportation, six meals, a full schedule of activities and
the services of a tour escort. For reservations
call 753-4646.

4

LaLeche group ‘‘ III meet
The Murray-Calloway County
La Leche
League will meet Thursday. Feb. 14. at
7 p.m. at
920 North 18th St Murray. The
discussion will
include suggestions about nutrition
for nursing
mothers and their families is well as
information about weaning the breastfed
baby.. In a
departure from standard policy, fathers are
also
welcome at this meeting because it is
Valentine's
Day. For further information call
753-8771.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Feb. 14. The group
will meet at 9 a.m. at the parking lot of the
Murray-Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 9:30 a.m. The following
will draw for partners at courtside: Marilyn
Adkins,'Vickie Baker, Gayle Foster, Norma
Frank, Frances Hulse, Mug Rigsby. Janie Ryan
and Becki Wilson.

Campus Lights planned

CtO
Hous

Reservations for the 47th annual Campus
Lights production, scheduled Feb. 14 to 17 in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University,
may be made by calling 762-4288 or by writing to
the Department_of Musk:, Murray Stat.. Univer--,
sity. Murray, Ky. 42071. Tickets are $4 for adults,
$3 for students and senior citizens and $2.50 for
children under age 12. Special group rates are
available.

(
)
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Poetry contests planned

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Starnes, 308 South.'Fourth
St., Murray. are the pdrents of a son,
The Kentucky State Poetry Socrety announces
Christopher Steven, -weighing 10 pounds,
its 1985 Poetry Contest with over $800 in prize
measuring 21 inches, born on Monday. Feb. 4. at
money. Deadline for submissions is June 30. For
the Murray--Calloway _ County. Hospital. The
complete contest information send selfmother is. the former Theresa Bulltiek. The
addreSsed 'Stamped envelope to Jim Proctor, 505
father operates Starnes .Service Station, 608 • Southland Blvd., Louisville, Ky. Whether
you
South Fourth St.. Murray. Grandparents are Mr7
write comedy, Kentucky Mountain style ballads
and Mrs. Jimmy Seaford of Benton- and Johnor classical sonnets. you will -ftntt contests inStarnes of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr.
viting your submissions. Two contests are for
and Mrs. J.C. Starnes, Corinth. Miss.. Mr. and
elementary school children only; to for high
Mrs. Smith. Jackson, Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs.
school students only.
Eukley Seaford, Benton.

Shrine Club will meet
The Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club will
have a social meeting on Friday, Feb. 15, at 6:30
p.m. at Gateway Restaurant, Drafferiville. This
for members and their wives or guests. Free
entertainment will be featured.
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Joanna Carson says needs
afore money Thr Ilk style
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LOS ANGELES (AP) -Tonight Show- host
- Joanna Carson. Johnny Carson,says she
'estranged wife of needs $6,000 more than
her current $35.000 monthly support payments
to pay for her New York
If school isin session on a Super Saturday there is
City hotel suite.
a possibility that the program may receive school
Mrs. Carson, in court
attendance credit. Check with your local district if
documents filed by her
you have concern.
lawyers, said she has
been forced to dip into
her assets-since she took
over Carson's $6,000
monthly payment on her
Hotel Pierre suite.
"We are asking for
something that simply
was not considered."
her lawyer, Arthur
Crowley, said
-c Wednesday.
For 1st to 7th Graders
attorney.
Carson's
Four Saturday Mornings
Norman Oberste-in.
from 9:00 to 11:30
disagreed.
March 9-March 30, '1985
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SUPER SATURDAYS
What are they?
Murray State University's SUPER SATURDAYS prograr brings together for four
weekends the best of this region's elementary school students, top quality faculty,
intellectually stimulating.
study topics, and the best physical resources available.
Course topics and expertfaculty Were selected to provide students with challeng,_
ing and enjoyable experiences that have immediate value and provide a foundation for further study, knowledge acquisition, and skill development.
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WHO MAY APPLY
Admission to the school's gifted and talented program or 90% percentile on
a selected standarized test and have the recommendation of the student's principal ,or Gil program coordinator.

FEES:
All fees must be paid on or before the registration deadline of March 1.
The fee for each student course is $45 (t-shirt included). Registration for parent.
sessions is $4 per session or $10 for oil four sessions (no_t-shirt). This includes all
sessions, moleriqls and equipment.
Stmitar-To

SUPER SATURDAY COURSES
Grades 1, 2 and 3
-COURSE NO. 1 - MAKING COMPUTERS TALKI-MOVE1...AND-PAINTI
---COURSE44-0,-2— MAKING BOOKS COME ALIVE
,
• COURSE NO.3 - CHILDREN'S THEATRE WORKSHOP
CbURSE NO. 4 - SUM FUN WITH MATH
Grades 3, 4 and 5 .
COURSE NO.5 - OUR PAST REVISITED: STUDYING WEST KY. ARCHEOLOGY
COURSE NO. 6 - SAY IT IN FRENCH
COURSE NO. 7 - ANIMAL CARE - TAKE IT FROM THE VETERINARIAN
Grades 5, 6, and 7
COURSE NO. 8 - THE EXPLODING EARTH
COURSE NO.9 - WISHES, DREAMS AND FANTASIES: AN ADVENTURE IN
DRAWING
COURSE NO. 10- CREATIVE WRITING: PUTTING THOUGHTS AND WORDS
INTO ACTION
COURSE NO. 11 - A WILD TIME WITH WILDLIFE

* LITTLETON:51
• ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY,KIN.1 uCKr

See for yourself Littleton's prices
really are the best in [Own!

PARENT WORKSHOPS

3 Academy Award Noms
Inc. BEST PICTURE

A Soldier's
Story

if

A story
you woi
forget

earthy' contor 763-3311
Norsl
15th
Ann
10th
Dun

••

(9:15-to 11:15)
.(March- WHAT IS A GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILD?
2nd Session (March 16) - UNDERSTANDING AND MAKING USE OF TEST
SCORES.
3rd Session (March 23)- PROMOTING YOUR CHILDS TALENTS AT HOME
4th Session (March 30) - USING LOCAL G/T PARENT SUPPORT GROUPS

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
For more Information and registration mutts/1°1s contact the MSU Canter
for Contl7ing Education.(502) 762-4129

7 16. IViS

EDDIE MURPHY
IS on vacation
BEVERLY •
HIUS
°Moistest at. 783-3314
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-SNOOPY SEEMS PLEASED to have Colin Rigsby, 2, ...kited left, and Rebecca Edwards. s4.ated
right, paying attention to him. They visited Snoopy at the Ronald McDonald House.
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CtOMMERCIAL ART TEACHER at MSU,Joe Rigsby,designed this mosaic for the Ronald McDonald
House in Louisville,. This is one of 15 mosaics Joe has designed professionally.

ainey'
By RAINEY APPERSON

Artists from Murray State
secured many pieces of art work ly of lions - the daddy. the
sometimes put us in touch with
for the home.
•
• mother, the baby.
parts-of this country we otherThe purpose of the home is to
-Mug" Rigsby, Joe's wife.
wise would miss. Joe Rigsby, -provide a place for parents to declares this mosaic is her
commercial art professor at
live while their seriously ill favorite, out of the 15 Joe has
Murray State University, children, who require long desigmed professionally.
recently designed one of his
hospitalizations, are in one of
'The Rigsbys celebrated
outstanding mosaics for the
the Louisville hospitals. The cost Christmas Day by dropping by
newly completed Ronald to the parents is minimal, they the Ronald McDonald House. acMcDonald House in Louisville.
are provided 'with a home set- companied by their son, Mark
Joe's friend and former stuting,._including a kitchen,. where Rigsby and his:family and their
dent. Dr. Harold. Berg of they may -Cook- their own food, daughter. Laurie Rigsby. EdLouiaville, called him last fall
snacks and just plain relax.
wards and her young daughter.
and asked him to design the
For instance, two Korean for a tour.
mosaic, then he would construct children, ages five and seven.
Rebecca Edwards. 6, and Colit. Dr. Berg wai in Joe's class in
who require surgery, and they in Rigsby. 2, Mug and Joe's
Louisville when he taught art and their parents were living grandchildren, were snapped by
drawing and painting to a group there, along with about 12 other WAVE-TV as they cuddled with
of young doctors from the area. families.
a --hugh Snoopy there in __the
First, let me tell you a little bit
,After the telephone_ call. Joe house. They appeared on televiabout the Ronald McDonald immediately thought of the love sion that night. unexpectedley,
-House there. McDonald's children have for their families. with a television tour.
Restaurant bought the old
He didn't really want to use peoMug and Joe just couldn't say
Louisville Medical School, comple in his mosaic, which is a enough about this wonderful,
pletely renovated it, with help
design made by inlaying- pieces loving atmosphere in the Ronald
from local civic groups. Former Of different colors, so he design- ° McDonald House, whose* motto
first lady Phyllis George Brown ed and breathed life into a fami- is "The House That Love Built:"

Coming community events announced
Tuesday;Feb.12
Skating _party for
Robertson and Carter
,Elementl;ged:.'enters
will be Po:M-6 to 8_ p.m.
at Roller Skating of
Murray.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet aldl-p.m.
at Health Center.
---Murray Lions Club
will have its annual
Valentine banquet at
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of
.Murray High School.
OM. •••••

Tuesday,Feb.12
Commerce has been
canceled and will be
rescheduled at a later
date.
Trustee meeting will
be at Murray Eagles
4071 Lodge.
Second night of
workshops for parents
of elementary children
will be in_ Calloway
County School Board Office at 5 p.m.
---Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 7 p.m.'

Mini-reunion of 1969
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
graduates 1.04 Murray
High Scopc!! will be at at.American Legion
6:30 p.n. in library of Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
the school,
- -Meeting of cp
. mmuniMurray Star Chapter
t y Improvement No. 433 Order of the
Volunteers at 4:30 p.m. Eastern Star will meet
at the Murray-Calloway at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
County Chamber of hall.

Tuesday,.Feb.12
— -Groups of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet as follows:
with Mrs. B.D. Hall at 10
a.m. and iTT,eted Olivia
MarshalCe. ':30
--Murray Branch of
'0
AAUW will hono.en
academic ser'
‘e4
students
Count- 9,07" ..,chool and
.,gh School at 7
the Community
p.n
Room, North Branch.
Peoples Bank.
--Southwest calloway
Eleme'69,ncele.Y:1001 PTO'
willMt.eL at 7 p.m.at the
school.
---Informal reception for
Crit Luallen, Kentucky
Department of Arts
Commissioner, will
start at 3:45 p.m. in
Clara M.Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Parents Anonymous

will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Newborns, dismissals-' For
information call
762-2504.
listed by the hospital -- Newborn admissions
and dismissals' at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Feb. 7, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Carr,
parents, Julie and
Michael, Rt. 7, Benton;
Baby Boy Clapp,
parents, Debra and Jimmy, Rt. 3, Benton; '
Baby Boy Henson,
parents, Donna and
Kenneth. Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals
Miss S- h-sa n n a
Norswoithy,---221-South
15th St.-; Miss Michelle
Ann. Rogers, 401 80011
10th St.; Mrs. Peggy N.
Dunning, Rt. 1,

Wednesday,Feb.13
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Harris Group at Ellis
Center and Pottertown
at Holiday 406., both at
10 a.-00.0° eacers at
Sirloin stockade at 9:30
a.m.; South Pleasant
Grove with Beauton
Hart at 1:30 p.m.

Puryear, Term.;
Miss Bethany M. Herrin, Rt. 1, Mansfield,
Term.; Miss Teresa L.
Boren, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Nell Fay
Merrell, 1504 Henry;
Dallas L. Rummager,
1514 Dudley; Mrs. Ruth
E. Roberts, 117 Monroe
St., Water Valley;
Hazel Center will be
Glenn E. Paschall, Rt.
. a.m. tcli 2
open from 10
1, Hazel; Mark D.
by
Parker, 700 Meadow p.m. for activities
Free
citizens.
senior
Lane;
blood _pressure checks
Mrs: Carrie E. will he given fom 11
Crawford, 1610 W. Main--.a.m: to 1 p.m.
---; Mrs- -Temple--GarSenior citizens acrett, 602 Poplar St.;
Charles R. Walker (ex- tivities Will be from 10
pired), 1614 W. Main, a.m. to 2 p.m. at
DOuglas Center.
Union City Tenn•

We are pleased
_to announce that
Jeannie Hendon.
. of
Donald Francis,
has selected .her
pottery, crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Jeannie
and
Donald will be
married 2tta rck-23

Wednesday,Feb.13
Thursday,Feb. 14
Student Alumni
Charlotte Barker at 7
p.m.; Hannah at Coun- Association of Murray
try Croat Roads at 7;30 State University will
p.m.; Ruth Wilson at meet a_t 7 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curris
church at 7:30 p.m.
Films.
- "The Gold
Center.
Rush" at 7 p.m. and
Events go.t First
-Duck Soup" at 8:15. Presbyterian Church
!'Duck Soup" will be
p.m. will be shown free will include Choir Prac- film shown free at 12:30
In Room 208, Faculty tice at 6 p.m: and Ses- p.m. in Room 208,
.Hall, Murray State sion Meeting at 7:30
Faculty Hall, Murray
University, as part of p.m.
State Uniyersity as part
International Film
---of International Film
Festival.
• Volunteer Income Tax Festival,
- _
Assistance will be ofEvents at Murray fered free to low income
Murray-Calloway
Eagles Aerie 4071 will people, elderly pecIple County LaLeche League
be officers meeting and and students who need will meet at 7 p.m. at 920
Aerie meeting.
help preparing their in- North 18th St., Murray.
---dividual income tax"For information call
David Naster, come- returns from noon th 4 753-8771.
dian, will present a free p.m. in -Mississippi
---performance at 8 p.m. Room, Curris Center,
Campus Lights will be
in the Stables Lounger; Murray .state Universi- presented at 8 p.m. -in
Curris Center, Murray ty. For information call Lovett Auditorium,
State University.
762.4193.
Murray State
University.
An exhibit of vessels
Events at Calloway
- -and sculptures by Reid Public Library will inMurray Education
Parris will be on display clude Parents and Twos Association Spelling
today through Feb. 2t1n at W:30 a.m. and Story
upper level of Eagle Hours at10:30 a.m. and
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Youth ‘.of Memorial
Baptist Church will
Circles of First United have a Valentine party
Methodist Church will at 6:30 p.m. at the
meet as follows: church.
Wesle.yan w t h
Wednesday,Feb.13
- _
Murray Bass Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.

Thursday. Feb. 14
Bee for Grades 4
through 8 will be.at 3:3C
p.m. in library of- Murray High School..
---The Single Connection
will meet it -7 p.m. in
third floor classroom-,
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call.Jill at 753-1/01
or Dick at 436-2174.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Brenton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753:7663. .
---Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Esther Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6
p.m. at Fellowship Hall.

Thursday,Feb.14.
Children's Choirs'
Valentine Part
!y of
Memorial- Baptist.
Church will be at 3:30
p.m. at the church.
---Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center.
---Grove 6 126 of
Woodmen of the World
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Council No.
50 Royal and Select
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
pm. at Ellis Center.
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Cindy 'Gould
Towery. .recent
bride of Steve
has
Towery
selected crystal.".
china and silver
from
Furches
bridal registry.
Cindy and Steve •
were married
February 9th.

And he took pride in his work.
We take pride in offering you the
same kind of good craftsmanship.

Furches Jewelry_
11,3 S. 3th

753-2835
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Jury still out on W. Va. peach freeze Kentucky News In Brief
OWENSBORO. Ky.(AP) -., A woman accused
of abusing children at a day-care centerhas been
sentenced to two years' probation after pleading
But Lilly Hoover, ex- guilty but mentally ill.
Veda Page. 39, also was -ordered to receive
ecutive secretary of the
psychiatric
treatment and to stop caring for
National Peach Council,
Is optimistic about this other people!s..c.intdren.
The operator of Tiny Tots Child Care was
year's crop.
sentenced Friday after pleading guilty but men"I don't see how it can tally ill to four misdemeanor charges of enbe any other .war. dangering the welfare of a minor There's too many other
She had been arrested on a felony charge • of
things that can hap- criminal abuse Oct. 4. •
-pen," she told those atShe allegedly forced a 2-year-old- girl in lier
tending last week's care to eat until she vomited, and then-forced the
West. Virginia Hor- girl to eat.the regurgitated food.
ticultural conference.
A DaviessCounti.grand jury later indicted her
Even if 90 percent of on three misdemeanor counts of crminal abuse
the crop is lest because and one count"of'wanton endangermnet.
of the frigid
County Attorney Robert Kirtley said he and
temperatures, the sur- the parents of the children involved in the case
viving 10 percent could agreed to further reduce the charges after
be. high in quality, Ms. psychologists decided Mrs. Page had not meant
Hoover said.
to harm anyone.
"And it saves thinn---ing," she said of the
FRANKFORT.1C3, (AP)- Crop production in
freeze.
Kentucky totaled $2.04 billion in 1984, a gain of-69
The executive, percent from 1983 but 1 percent short of the 1982
secretary said that this level, the state Department of Agriculture
year's California crop is reported.
doing well, but that
"The increases came more because of increasgrower's in South ed production than because of higher prices at
Carolina and Georgia the marketplIce." Agriculture Commissioner
have seen their crops David Boswell said' in a news release issued
damaged by the cold.
Monday.
"But they'll tell you
Production increased last year for all but
it's too sooli to tell. peaches and oats. Production was sharply lower
They're not wiped out,
in 1983 because of weather conditions and the
she said.
•
•
Growers , in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana. Ken=
tucky and Tennessee
have suffered from ice
FRANKFORT, Ky.
storms and freezing
All agreed that the adweather, Ms. Hoover (AP)- X "good founda- ministration needs a
said. Cold -weather tion for stability- has free hand in choosing its
varieties grown in been laid in the state policy makers-, so
the
Michigan and New 'Division of Water since Division of Water
direcJersey are doing OK, the latest upheaval in its tor should remain a
although some New leadership, says political appointee.
• Jersey growers are an- Natural Resources
Accordingly, the comticipating some Secretary Charlotte mittee rejected its
damage, she said.
Baldwin.
staff's recommendation
41
' Talk at last week's
Therefore,' Mrs. that the state Personnel
convention also Baldwin said - afid a Board should be asked
centered on marketing special legislative com- to make the
director a
peaches. Robert F. Mc- mittee agreed - the job merit-.system employee.
Curry, a-grower, broker of division director
MeTi.t-system
and shipper from Holly doesn't need to be employees can be fired
Hill, S.C., said growers shifted into the state only for legal violations.
can never be to choosey nierit system.
Non-merit employees
in peperating bruised
Mrs. Baldwin ap- serve,at the administra-peaches from the IOW peared Monday before tion's pleasure. All divithey sell.
the Program Review sion directors in Natural
"So many times we as and In.vestigations Com- Resources, except
for
shipper's
ecome. too mittee, a bipartisan its director of conservacost conscious" and ship group of state senators tion, are non-merit
bruised fruit, he said.
and representatives.
employees.

Robert Eglifiger.
MARTINSBURG. Panhandle growers took
W.Va. (AP) - West branches from their or- president of the West
Virginia's peach chards and placed them Virginia Peach Council,
in warm water. The says. if the cold has
growers are awaiting number of buds .that
damaged the crop
tests that should tell sprout
- • on• the braliCheS substantially it will
them hotv this winter's will give them an indica- mark the,fourtIrstraight
frigid temperatures af- tion of whether the cold year Of poor harvests.
weather killed many of
A freeze, drought, and
fected their trees.
Several Eastern their trees' buds.
poor market condittons

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 13. 1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO To find out what the stars say, read ! Oct. 23-to Nov. 21
the forecast given for your birth sign.
The financial picture brightens- for
you. Work efforts pay off handsomely.
AR
Curb a tendency to be impulsive when
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
Travel with romantic overtones shopping. may be on yOur agenda: Some meet SAGITTARIUS
with love- in a school environment. 1Nov.22to Dec. 211
You'll certainly attract romance
Charisma works for you..
now, but you're also in a curiously inTAURUS
dependent mood. Have good times but
Apr. 20 to May 20 )
You'll speak from the heart during watch unconventionality.
a private moment _Some last-minute CAPRICORN
MR'
changes in business require you to be iDec. 22 to Jan. 191
It's a quiet but happy day.for...you.
flexible. •
You'll enjoy spending time alone with
GEMINI
either a hobby;a creative project,or a •
May 21 to June 201
'You're popular now and-will Meet romaritic interest. with love,affection and goodwill from AQUARIUS
others,. Don't spoil things with eccen- 1Jan.
, 20 to Feb. 18)
A party mood prevails. You'll attric behavior
tract romance at a group function.
CANCER
"1r Some will write a love letter: Travel is
.1.1une 21 to July 22 .
Combining business with pleasure a Possibility.
could lead to romance. You're able to PISCES
War
sell yourself and your product. Accent 1 Feb. 19to Mar.:20
Friends in high places help you now.
ingenuity.
It's a good time to seek a raise or to
LEO
promote your career interests. Aim
, July 23 to Aug. 2.'2 , Though the day is favorable for high. , •
romance and the pursuit of pleasure.- YOU BORN TODAY are creative
a-note of: the unexpected changes and practical, but have difilFultk.
. reconciling these qualities. When you•
someof your plans. •
find work you like to do, then you'll
VIRGO
work hard. Businesses allied to the
Auge23 to Sept. 2'2 ,
Home provides the right setting for 'arts usually appeal to you,though you
romance or entertaining. You'll -.also may he creatively talented yourself receive some new ins'ights about ,s; as well. Ypu'll have greater happiness.
in life when you learn to express your
work project. •
.
feelings. At times, you May keep too
LIBRA
.
ieior
tt
410 (do much to yourSelf and-suffer thereby.
- 1Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Though this day is tailor made for A home is a necessity to you. Birthday
love and exciting times. evening of: Bess Truman, first lady; George
restlessness_may be a problem One Segal, actor, and Carol Lynley, actress.
-.aPPOin.tnient may be changed.
.
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Baldwin: keep appointed water chief
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These Guys Sell Cars For
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.

tetieral -00irkTriitueni' I '4.0, laval. in Kind pru.
dram. Boswell said.
As usual, tobacco was Kehtficky's leading cash
crop in 1984. accounting for $998 million of the
total. Grain corn was No. 2 with a value of $416
million, followed by hay at $268 million and soybeans at $267 million. , .•
---FRANKFORT. Ky. AP - A recitation of old
census figures. confirming that Kentucky has
-among-the least-educated population in the nation, prompted discussion about public relations
in a committee meeting of the Council on Higher
E'ducation'
Council member Terry McBrayer said state
officials should quit trying to put Kentucky's
education systgm in the best light possible and
start admitting the state has done a poor job of
educating its people.
Other council members and some university
presidents attending the executive committee
meeting Monday of the council said the proper
way to increase interest in education is to accentuate its positive aspects.
The figures. which _have been available for
Sever'alYe-ars,-ShOW tientucky has the smallest
percentage of high school graduates In Its-population of- any state and the District of
_
Columbia.
The executive committee took one official ac-.
tion when it approved a request by the University of Louisville to build a $3.2 million engineering
building. The approval is contingent on the
school's ability to raise the money from private
sources.
University officials said construction could
begin in early fall 1985 with completion expected
by mid-1987.

affected The previous
three harvests, he said.

The director of the
Division of Water "must
be dedicated to carrying
out the policy directives
of the governor and
(Natural Resources)
secretary." Mrs.
Baldwin said in a.written statement.
With Don Harker. the
division's current director, there exists a
"mutUal. relationship of
support and communication toward the
goals of Clean and sufficient water," she said.
Employee morale has
improved in the division
and "I think we have a _
good foundation for
'stability" In - the director's'-Position, she said.
The Division of Water
has a range of respon-

sibilities relating to supply and quality of Kentucky's water.
Debate about including its director in
the merit system was
sparked by the forced
resignation in
September of Harker's
predecessor, Richard
Shogren.
A study of the division
by the Program Review
committee's staff said
the division suffered
from low employee
morale, insufficient
training and a high turnover in the director's
position.
I -Mrs. Baldwin blamed
the turnover- on -a
severe lack of clear and'
consistent statement of
priorities" in past, adminiatrations: She said
Percent of the cases have other caus- would like to understand my problem that had been corrected
es, including previous viral hepatitis. a little better.
through the new master
Cirrhosis also can be caused by disNo one -in my -family has this. so plan for the state's
ease of the bile ducts and by heart how did I get it? How.can I help my water management.
failure. Regardless of the cause, liver little daughter? Is there anything I
On other issues indamage has the same effects, caused can do to help prevent any future volving
the division:
Lawrence E. by the loss of normal liver functions. problems this illness can cause'
Natural
Resources
One of these is an accumulation of
DEAR RnADER - Hashimoto's.
Lamb. M.D. fluid
in the abdomen, which physi- disease is an inflammatory disease of general counsel Carl
cians call asciteS.
the thyroid gland. Your body produc- Breeding said the
There really isn't any medicine es antibodies to your thyroid tissue. cabinet's legal staff had
that will selectively remove fluid These antibodies attack your thyroid been reorganized to give
from the abdomen and not from the just as antibodies to a germ attack a more attorney staff
other tissues. In some cases,, the germ. However, since the Aintibrodies time'to water cases and
excess fluid may be withdrawn from are attacking ones own body, they are there is "absolutely no
the abdomen by a needle, but that... called autbantibodies, so it is an backlog."
method has its drawbacks, too. In autoimmune disease_ The process
- The division is
By Lawrence Lamb,M.D.
selected patients, an operation called damages the thyroid. New growth of
"undertaking
a much DEAR DR. LAMB - My husband the Levees shunt can be used to shunt- the thyroid gland to compensate for
has cirrhosis of the liver caused by the abdominal fluid back to one of the the problem can lead to a poorly- more aggressive role in
hepatitis. He does not drink and never main veins leading ta the heart. This functioning large thyroid or a goiter. training" its employees,
has: They.found the cirrhosis during is often very helpful. You might want
The cause of this disease 'is- not including sessions on ingallbladder surgery..
to discuss this possibility with your known. It is not just inherited. That is spection of wastewater
He has -a problem with fluid build- doctor.
why you have it although no one else -_treatment plant and efup in his stomach. He has taken Lasix
To update you on the effects of cir- in your family has it, and that is why fluent sampling proand other medicines to eliminate it, rhosis of. the liver, I am sending you your daughter may never haven-,
cedures, Mrs: Baldwin
He has no.fluid buildup in his legs or The Health Letter, Special Report 27,
This disorder may be -the most said.Training in Stream
ankles. In fact, he is thin from taking Common Liver Disorders. Others who common cause of a thyroid goiter
construction and dam
the fluid pills.
want this isSuecan send 75 cents with today. The goiter can develop withbut safety
inspections also,
. When he has to increase the Lasix a long, stamped, self-addressed enve- any other findings., As the thyroicki.
to eliminate fluid in his stomach, it lope for it to me in care ofijhis news- function diminishes, the symptoms of is being improved, she
makes him weak and he loses fluid VI-paper, P.O.. Box 1551, Radio City hypothyroidism occur. These include said.
- Gov. Martha Layne
over his body. Is-there something that Station, New York, NY 10019.
weight gain, sluggishness and a host
would remove the fluid from his
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a 24- of symptoms depending on- how Collins' administration
abdomen without taking it from all year-old female, am 5 foot 6 and severe the deficiency is.
knows the division
over his body?
weigh 168. I have been diagnosed.as
Taking thyroid hormone to-replace needs m8re staff and
having Hashimoties disease of the the amount you need eliminates the will seek to correct that
DEAR READER - Miny people thyroid. All I have been told is that it symptoms and is a very effective and in the- cabinet's next
who have cirrhosis of the liver do not is caused by the immune system and satisfactory treatment.
biennial budget request.
get it from using alcohol. Probably 40 is inherited, mostly by females. I
INEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR.LAMB

Cirrhosis has
several causes

Although the destruction of forests in Nepal
has . been stemmed,
more than 2.5 million
acres must be
reforested by the year
2000 to meet fuel wood
needs alone_

-

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
We (On remove stumps up
to

24

below the ground

035 4343 or 035 0319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

Max E. Morris
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Knocking out noise may not always be easy

BY ANDY LANG
it is your house and you study
that adjoins ally- makes this 'interesting
AP Newsfeatures
life around us are
want to go to the trouble ing space.
A closet will observation:
The easiest way to and cost of instal
welcome sounds.
ling reduce noise between
"Complete silence
reduce or eliminate specially
"We become acConstructed spaces if the door is kept seldo
m exists on our customed to
noise is at the source. walls, you
the sound
can prevent closed. Back-to-back
earth". A camber deep 'level .in
Once the noise occurs, _the -passage
environof most 'el-co-sets are even better. in
the earth, such as ment. We
heading it off before it noise. But if
are no longer
you are in Doors opening into a
Carls
bad
reaches your ears may an apartment
Caverns, is conscious of certain
or the hallway should be-stag- near
to complete silence S ounds.
be a bit difficult or even remodeling is
Thi_s
imprac- gered and not located —
no light, no life, no background
impossible without ma- tical, there is not
sound
much opposite each other.
wind or water, no masks unwan
jor structural changes.
you can do.' ted noises,
Specia
l
types
of
contempe
ratur
e
change, no reducing their. levelin
If an unwanted sound
If you plan on buying struction
can interrupt movement. Most of us
— noise, that is — takes a house, havin
ciur cdnsciousness.
g one the path of sound. Com- would
not like to .be Background sound`
place in a room or built or alread
can
y own mon examples of there
for very lone. supplement sound
apartment next to one, the follow
ing sug- unintentional sound
abQuiet
is
pleasa
yours, it can be controll- geAjons come from
nt, but sorption and sound
the paths are cracks at the silence is
not. The nor- isolation in reduci
ed with the cooperation -Small Homes Counci
ng the
l- top or bottom of a wall, mal low-level
sounds of effect of noise.of the persons who in- Building
Research electrical- outlets,
habit that room or Council of the Univer
si- recessed cabinets backapartment. If they take ty of Illinois:
to-back x.4- installed in
steps to lessen the
the
same stud space,
The
deSign
amount of sound being
and layout
heating ducts, or
produced, half the--pro—
home - -can do
blem will be solved. If much - to control noise. through attics,
they use sound - Locate quiet spaces basements and crawl
absorbent materials in (study, living, sleeping spaces. A very small
the room, such as rooms i away from crack under or around a
carpets, drapes, disturbing noise door or windoW in upholstered furniture sources; locate the less c rea se s the sound
and acoustical tiles, a critical spaces (kitchen, transmission
large percentage of the bathroo-ms,- utility signifilcantly. Sound
other half of the sound room on the noisy side. transmissions through
terrace
Spaces with windows can be reduced will not leave the roomt
mecha
nical _equipment by using more than one
and you won't hear it.
26 0
pane of glass. Transmis26'
When the noise next are best located on an
sion
is reducer:I further if
outsid
e
will.
door cannot be
SECOND FLOOR
the panes are tif a difFIRST FLOOR
diminished, for
Plumbing risers and
whatever reason, you stacks to fixtures on'the ferent thickness.
- OPENNESS IS THE KEYNOTE OF THE chalet-style" home. An open
Heating and cooling
mooa
'can make it a little less upper floors should not
balcony upstairs overlooks the spacious living-entertaining area. The exequip
MINIM
ment is a major
annoying with the go through quiet
terior features diamond:shaped window panes plus a railing around the
spaces. noise source within a
• Only 26' welt
generous use of soundterrace. Plan HA1289G has 728 square feet. For more information write
Buffers can reduce house. It
•36 Cu ft freezer
should be
absorbent items in your noise transfer between
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope -- to architect Carl E.
C—
chosen carefully and in•_ Sayer switch
own area, but this spaces. A bookcase or
Gaiser, 15600 Telegraph Rd., Southfield, Mich., 48034.
stalled to minimize
•
hrie crispers
method often fails to ad- storage wall will help
sound transmitted
• '
•3adrustable. luecomplish its purpose. If isolate a bedroom
or through the ductwork
triCte(SUS cariti
istwycl shelves
and from the furnace
itself.
Piping for hydronic
By ANDY LANG
heatin
either too far away or
g systems should
ilable Oct the subject. There are
AP Newsfeatures
dozens of pro- the stickiness comes be wrapped'with fibrous
too close_ to the surface....i
.
I
the
meant
ime, the ducts that can be used
Q. — Our house has a Before kou
to from an -accumulation material for insulation
redo the general information
you hide 'the .scratches, of
fireplace in the family table, do
polish or wax or both. and to reduce vibration.
a little practic- seek is that
fence-posts many-of -therdirtary The
room. We wt to use it ing on
some scrap wood. are usuall
surface has pro- If a steam system is usy either 6 or,8_ household items,
-soon, but feel it may Start
such bably not been cleaned ed, all pipes must be
by holding the tip feet apart
and that they as shoe polish,
need cleaning. Is this of the
iodine, for many years. Wipe it properly sloped to' pre--*
spray gun about 8 usuallz are 4-by-4s
. But walnut, black coffee and
something I can do • inches
well with turpentine, vent water traps, which
frOm the surface:4'before you buy
ANOCIEL MFII36AM
any tea, but unless you have
myself?
Hold it at right angles to wood,
mineral spirits or a wax are the cause of loud
deter
mine
the
A. — Yes, but it isn't the material,
keeping it kind of fence you' want had experience with any remover, then go ahead noises from improperly
that simple, Assuming that dista
of them, you are safer to with the varni
nce and to build. The readin
sh' installed systems.
g buy and use wax putty remo
you mean it is the
Return air grilles
parallel to the surface. materi
ver.
Apply
it
al will advise you stocks that
chimney that needs the As
resemble generously, wait even a located 'near a furnace
you move the gun, All about
the proper crayons. They come
cleaning and not just the overla
in- little longer than the fan should be
p each coat about dirhension
s for that different shades,
fireplace. You have to 50
are period called for in the acoustically treated.
percent. This coat type.
be agile enough to climb should
easy to uses and can be instructions, then
be across the
begin Duct hangers should be
Q. — I bought some purchased
on the roof so that you grain. A
at most hard- scraping or washing, lined with resilient
second coat ,4-by-8 sheets
of wood ware stores and all
can place chains or should be
whatever that .par.' material.
with the grain. paneling a few
weeks establishments that sell
other heavy material in Spraying
The university report
ticular. remover
expertly takes ago and have
begun to wood finishin
a burlap bag, drop them considerable
g specifies. Once the on noise control also
practi
ce.
panel
my Attic. I am materials.
down the chimney and If you
residue of the remover
find that 8 inches putting them
up so that
pull them up quite a few is too
Q. — I decided to has been
far away, move it the 4-fOot
neutralized acdimension is refinish our dining room
tirnes. And you have to a little
irillaNIUMW4SHOP MURRAY FIRST lisil_ IJAPPArriii,,.
cording to directions
closer; if too horizontal. While,
.'"•116,...4
put- table, which is quite old
have some idea of what close,
and
you are satisfied
move it away. ting up the first
one. I and has a varnish finish
you are going — for ex-.- After a while,
with the surface, go
you'll get scratched it. I have
con- on it. As I wiped it off over
ample, .to close the the hang
it all with a sealer.
of it and will tinued worki
ng and am before putting varnish
fireplace opening to automaticall
Wait a day or two, put
y know the almost finished.
Then
remover on it, I found_ on the stain,
-keep soot „from correct distance.'''
wait-a cou--'''' intend to go back
and parts of it were slightly ple
spreading around the
Q. — In tiüildlng a
or more days and
cover up the scratch, sticky. What caused this
family room. Getting a wooden fence
around
which seems to be only and can I go right ahead then proceed with the
chimney sweep to han- the yard in front of
varnishing.
our in the venee
r. -The with the project? I indle the job not only is house, how far apart
lighte
r colored base tend to get off the old
easier, its safer.
should the fence posts
Q. — Our roof has to be? Also, what size shows through, not bad- finish, apply a stain and
ly but enough se that it then refinish with .varbe redone, and we are posts are best?
500 S. 4th Murray 753-6450
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Third OVC loss drops Racers
from best to second in league
MI:R.FREESBORO, Tenn. ( AP - Junior
guard Kim Cooksey's 16. points sparked Middle
Tennessee ,tO a 65-59 victory over Murray State.
knocking the Racer§ okkt of first place in the Ohio
-Valiey-ecInference
The Blile Raiders improved their record to 5-4
'in the OVC and,11-10 overall. while Murray State
- fell to 7-3 and 18-5 and to second place in the conference standings, with Tennessee Tech's 87-67
victory aver AuStin Peay.
Th'e Racers trailed 33-214..at the intermission
Mond' and only managed to tie the Blue
Raiders once- at 57-all with 5 minutes left in the
game. despite a game-high 25-point performance
by senior forward Vada Martin.
• For Middle Tennessee. freshman forward
Kerry Hammonds had 1.5 point,s and junior
'center Billy Miller came off the bench to add 13.
Murray Coach Ron Greene, naturally despondent about his team's effort, was curt in his postgame comments.
• • Middle Tennessee played a good game they
deserved to win They out-reounded us by 11
41-30 , and out-hustled us This was a very disappointing loss for us "
One area the Racers need to improve, which
v, as obvious Monday night, was overall shooting
t and specifically from the guards Zedric Ma.cklin
• anci.Craig Talley.
After hitting five of their first six shots, the
Racers cooled off to a dismal 13 of 33 pace the
first half for 39.4 percent. Talley. a 12.2-points
per game man, didn't score until two minutes into the second half and he and Macklin ( 12.3-point
average ; ended up with six and seven points,
respectively
As a team neither the Racers. nor Raiders,
shot well Monday as the only shooting figure of
the night above 50 percent was Murray's ac-

Despite the low output by the other four
starters, the Racers still maintain double-digit
averages across the opening lineup - Martin
12.8, Macklin 12.3. Talley 12.2, Mike Lahm 10.3,
and Chuck Glass 10.1
Although the MSU team was stranded in Murfreesboro overnight •because of heavy snowfall
and treacherous travel conditions, the team is
expebted to return to Murray today and prepare
for the Ice Valley trip to Akron (Saturday) and
Youngstown State ( Monday). The team will
lealve for the Ohio-based schools on Thursday.

•

MURRAY ST 1591 - Glass 4-7 1-2 9 Mart.n 12-18 1-1 25. 1..ahm 2-4 1-1 5.
Macklin 3 131 27 Talley 3-6 0.0 6. Holland 270.04. floYd- f-2- 0-0 2 Jef(ery'
0-1 1.51 Totals - 27 595.959
MIDDLE TERN (65) - Thompson 4 10 1-2 9. Hammonds 6-12 3-6 15 Smith.
1-5 0-0 2. Cooksey 17 0-0 16, Johnson 2 2 2-3 6. Miller 6-9.1-4 13. Stelenson
2-5 0.04 Totals - 29 60 7 15 65
Halftime Middle Tenn 33. Murray St 29 Fouled out - Lahm Rebounds - Murray St 30 Martin i. Middle Tenn 411 Miller 111 Assists Murray St 14 Latin'. 4 Middle Tenn 16 Thompson 7 Johnson 7, Total
totals - Murray St 1, Middle Tenn 13 Technical', - None
- 2.400

they can go to and
Lawrence. Willbanks
and V4bb just happened
to be the players
tonight."
As far as his own
players were concerned, Childers said, "I
thought four players in
particular played as
hard as anyone could Connie Logsdon, Melody
Ottlnger, Hayden and
Mina Todd.
"Connie played the
game of her life. She
showed me a lot tonight
(scoring a team-high 21
points). Mel (Ottinger )
did an excellent job in
posting up in our man
offense. Lynnette
helped to hold McFall,
who was an allAmerican last year, to
just three pdints. And
Mina hustled the whole
time she was on the
court."
Because of snow and
ice, the MSU squad was
stranded in Hopkinsville
Monday night. The Lady
Racers will return to

Murray today and immediately begin plans
for another OVC road
trip to Akron on Saturday and, Youngstown
State next Monday.
MURRAY STATE (69) - Todd 4-12
8-6 14. Hayden 1-34-46,()flinger 4.14
6-9 16: Smith 1-5(1-0 2 Smalley 1-22-2
4, Lail& 2.5 2.2 6, Logsdon 7-11 7921.
Dickman OA 0-0 0. Totals
21-57
27-3269 Rebounds - 47 ()flinger 10
Turnovers 30
MIDDLE TENNESSEE (87) - Webb
14-16 3-3 23. McFall 1-9 1-5 3
WIllbanks 11 24 1-2 23. Ross 1-3 0-02,
Lawrence 9-15 12 14 30. McDonald
0-2 0.1 0. Nedils 0-1 0-0 0. Davis 3-4
0-1 6 Totals - 35-74 17-26 ir Total
Rebounds - 39. lallbanks- 11 Turnovers - 15

TALLF:IT'S T.A1.1.1" - Murray State Coach Ron
Greene pointed to his guard play as lacking during the team's last two games - both losses.
Senior guard Craig Talley. shooting here against
Austin Peay. has fallen short of ,his 12.2-points
per game average scoring only 11 total points in
the last two outings.
File photo by David Tuck

MSU wins Withrow Tourney
A personal -best effort
by Gary Stephens and a
top finish by teammate
and Olympic Gold
Medalist Pat Spurgin,
led host Murray State to
the championship of the
Racers' Roger Withrow
Invitational.

Stewart, Stadium
facilities.
Stephens scored a personal best of 1,168 out of
a possible 1,200 points to
win the individual
honors ,in .22 caliber
shooting while Spurgin
placed third overall,
four points behind
The air rifle and small Stephens.
bore shooting tourney.
Spurgin won the air riwhich was .postponed fle competition with a
and divided because of 390 out of 400 score and.
snow, finished on Satur- MSU teammate
day night at the MSU Marianne Wallace was

second with a 386.
As a team, Murray
State scored a 4,625 out
of a possible 4,800 to win
the small bore .22
caliber rifle competition. In air rifle, MSU
collected 1,526 of a
possible 1,600 points to
make the team total
6,151 out of a possible
6.400 for the tourney.
Tennessee Tech was
second with an overall
score of 6,147 and
Eastern Kentucky was
third, 40 points behind at
6,107. The University of
Terinessee-Martin placwas injured Saturday ed fifth with a 6,009
when Walker took a score.
finger in the eye from
Seven total teams
Mississippi's Don from four schools comRoyster during Ken- peted in the tournament
tu ck y 's 67 - 52 which started on Feb.2
Southeastern Con- but had to be extended
ference basketball to Feb. 7 - 9 fo'r
victory.
completion.

Doctors oka) Walker injury
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- Doctors removed the patch from Kenny Walker's left eyesand
declared his scratched
cornea healed enough
for him to practice, a
team spokesman said.
The clear membrane

SNOW SALE STILL
IN EFFECT
ON ALL 4x4's

Large
Heart-Shaped
Pizza & Large Coke
(2

Delivery
Available
or In Store
Offer Good Feb. 14-17

(Broken Heart Upon Request)

1985 CJ-7 Renegade
2 Door, Hardtop, Tilt, Stereo, Air

1985 Cherokee-Pioneer
Loaded with Equipment

1985 Cherokee

Itwe

1985 Eagle Wagon
Auto. Transmission, Air, Tilt, Stereo

In Store
753-6658
Delivered
753-6656

The best piss*In town.

Wit•raty

LIST
$12,827

1985 CJ-7
2.Door. Hardtop, Power Steering,
4 Speed, 6 Cylinder

Slim, 4 Speed, 6 Cylinder
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rookie center Lynnette
Hayden, All-American
Jennifer McFall was
held to only three points
on 1-of-9 shooting from
the field.
To the Lady Racers
demise, however, the
team produced 30 turnovers that the MTSU
squad ate for lunch.
Despite 19 first-half
turnovers, Murray did
make a strong run at the
league leaders before
intermission, outscoring the hometavn
squad 17-9 during one
stretch to close from
2 6 - 1 2 to -35-29 at
halftime.
Although they allowed
87 points, MSU Coach
Bud Childers said he
was proud of his Lady
Racers' defensive effort
which he deemed, "the
best defense we've
played for an entire
game."
The "problem in his
team's loss, he noted,
was "Middle has so
many different people
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Also on the chopping block for tonight are the
middle school tournament games at South Marshall. Tourney officials have decided to delay
cancelation of the entire district playoff until
Thursday. If they cannot play games on Thursday, the games will have to be canceled
because no makeup dates for the tourney are
available.
As of presstime today, the tournament has
been moved back with Monday's original
games and times rescheduled for Wednesday.

Lady Racers lose to MTSU,87-69
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Snow is definitely living up to its reputation
as a four-letter word in the Jackson Purchase
Area. especially to the athletic departments of
local schools.
Once again the snow and icey travel conditions have caused the postponement or cancelation of local basketball games on all levels.
Tonighti Murray High varsity and junior
varsity boys games at Paducah Tilghman have
been called off. According to Athletic Director
Eli Alexander, attempts are being Made to
reschedule both the Tilghman games and the
Fourth District games between host Murray
(JV and varsity boys) and Mayfield which were
postponed from Monday.
Calloway County High reports that tonight's
varsity and junior varsity boys games at home
against Wingo have been postponed tonight, but
may be resheduled on Thursday night. If the
games are rescheduled, according to Athletic
Director Jim Nix, the JV game would start at
6:30 p.m.
Nix said that several Calloway games which
were postponed earlier this season will be
canceled altogether including the varsity boys
and girls-games against Farmington. the girls
games against Wingo and Paducah St.Mary.
and two boys games and one girls game against
Carlisle County. .

curacy at the charity efde - five of nine for 54
percent.
The glaring inability to shoot, affecting the entire Racer squad, was painfully highlighted by
Martin's outstanding effort. The senior from
Montgomery. Ala., hit 12 of 18 shots from the
floor plus his only free throw attempt to fall only
one point shy of his career high at Murray State.
His .25 points surpassed teammate Talley's
24-point effort against Youngstown State
iJan.141- as the Racers' best individual scoring
effort of the season.
But where the Racers- have had most of their
success this season - being a multi-pronged
scoring machine - they fell short against the
Blue Raiders. Monday marked the first time this
season that the Racers have had only one player
in double figures for a game.

11 oinen's basketball:

Special to the
Ledger & Times
MURFREESBORO,
Tenn. - Middle Tennessee State's women's
basketball team proved
why it holds the No.1
ranking among Ohio
Valley .Conference
squads this season.
Monday night the
Lady Blue Raiders
crushed visiting Murray
State, 87-69, to improve
their OVC record to 9-0,
15-5 overall.
MSU, in the throes of
a seven-game losing
streak, dropped to 8-15
and 2-8 in league play.
Three MTSU women
scored the bulk of the
winning points as Alice
Lawrence, Kim Webb,
and Kay Willbanks
scctred enough among
themselves to beat the
Lady Racers. Lawrence
-led all scorers with 30
and Webb and
Willbanks had 23 apiece.
k As a credit to MSU's
defensive effort,
specifically that of

By

Snow takes more toll
on local hoop games;
tourney jeopardized

$10,163
'$16,843
$11,398
$13,882

CAINS AMC JEEP
Highway 641 North
Murray, Ky.
7-53-6448

Several games were played during the recent
break between snow storms last week including
a handful of freshman contests from both local
high schools.
In weekend . action. the Murray High
fgeshman boys were eliminated in the first
round of the freshman'tournament at Christian
County High.Saturday morning the Tiger frosh
lost to Hopkinsville, 53-32. as Jason Hunt scored
eight and Eric Grogan- had seven in the loss.
The Tigers have lost five in a row, falling to 3-6
after a 3-1 start.
Thursday, weather permitting, the Murray
freshman and junior varsity boys squads travel
to Calloway County High for games beginning
at 6•p.m.
Calloway County High reported three
freshman games from last week during which
the Laker frosh went 2-1.
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Thursday the Calloway boys traveled to
North Marshall where they won 51-47 on the
strength of 18. points by Corey Wells.
Friday Wells once again led his team to victory with a-47-33 triumph at Fulton City. Wells
scored 10 and Kevin Doyle added seven.
Saturdayo,Trigg County visited' CCHS and
stopped the Lakers, 53-47, despite another highnight for Wells who had 16 and teammate Fred
Jones who had 15.
The Laker frosh are now 5-4 on the season.
Although the team went 2-1 during the
stretch. the Lakers recieved bad news last
week when starting guard Chad Stubblefield
broke a hand in practice. He will be sidelined
for the rest of the season.

Penguins win in OT,61-60
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP) - Ray Robinson
scored 16 points and Bruce Timko hit two lastsecond free throws to lead Youngstown State to a
61-60 overtime victory against the Eastern Kentucky Colonels in an Ohio Valley Conference
basketball game Monday night.
The game was tied 54-54 at the end of regulation
play. Timko sealed the Penguins' victory with
two free throws in the last eight seconds of
overtime.
The victory improved the Penguins' record to
6-4 in the .conference, and 14-9 overall, while
Eastern Kentucky slipped to 6-4 and 12-11.
The biggest lead of the game was seven points,
taken by the Colonels at 39-32 with 13 minutes remaining. The game then was tied four times in
the last 10 minutes of regulation play.

Zips edge Morehead 54-53
AKRON, Ohio (API - Senior forward Rick
Acord scored 18 points as the Akron Zips edged
Morehead State 54-53 in Ohio Valley Conference
basketball action.
The Zips, now 4-6 in the conference and 10-11'
overall, led 28-18 at halftime and took a 12-point
lead in the opening minute of the second half
Monday night. But the Eagles, who fell to 1-9 and'
6-16, scored eleven straight points to pull within
one at 30-29 with 16:22 remaining. '
Akron
led throughout the second
_
_ _ half, although_
the Eagles pulled within one point several times
The Zips held off a three-shot attack in the last
seconds to 'preserve their victory.

Marlin' paces Daytona field
Speedway at an
average speed of
198.186 mph, bettering
his 196,455 lap during
the opening qualifying
session Saturday.
Only Bill Elliott, who
set an all-time st:ck
car qualifying record of
205.114, and Cale Yarborough, at 203.814,
have locked in starting
spots In the 40-car field.

DAYTONA 'BEACH,
Fla. (Al")
Sterlin
ted a group of
nine drivers who improved their lap speeds
in a qualifying session
for the $1.2 million
Daytona 500.
Marlin drove his
Chevrolet -Monte Carlo
SS around the 2.5-mile,
high-banked oval at
Daytona Internatiottal
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Wolverines near top after 8-year absence

Michigan makes biggest leap to No.3
By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
It has been eight
years since Michigan
has run with such fast
basketball company and
Coach Bill Frieder says
he is a little surprised to
find the Wolverines so
near the head of the
pack.
Michigan vaulted
from No. 8 to No. 3 in
this week's Associated
Press poll of sports
writers and broadcasters, trailing only
top-ranked St. John's
and No. 2 Georgetown.
Oklahoma, Memphis

State, Georgia TiAch
Duke, Syracuse,
Southern Methodist and
Kansas round out the
Top 10. Iowa leads the
second 10, followed by
Louisiana Tech, North
Carolina, Nevada-Las
Vegas, Tulsa,
Villanova, Illinois,
Oregon State, AlabamaBirmingham and
Maryland.
It is the highest a
Michigan team has
rated in the weekly poll
since 1977 when the
Wolverines finished the
regular season ranked
No. 1, then bowed to

North Carolina Charlotte in the Mideast
Regional.
"These things happen
when you're on a winning streak like we are
right now," said
Frieder, who directed
the Wolverines to a 23-10
record and the National
Invitation Tournament
championship last
season. "The ratings
art for the people and
the fans, but they have
nothing to with winning
basketball games."
Michigan, 18-3 overall
and 9-2 in the Big Ten, is
riding a nine-game win-

Top 20 Collede Hoop Teams
The Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams In the Associated Press'
college basketball poll. with first-place votes in parentheses. total points based
on
20-49 18.17.16-15.14-13.12-11-10-9-8-741.5-4-3-21. record
through Sunday -Feb 10 and last week's ranking

1St John's 63
2.Georgelown
3. Michigan
4 Oklahoma
5.Memphis St
6 Georgia Tech

Record Pia Pvs
19-1
1279
1
21-2
1217
2
18.3
1044' 11
19-4
987
7
17-2
982
3
18-4
929 10

•

7.Duke
8.Syiracuse
9.So Methodist
10.Kansas

17-4
920
l6.4 . 816
18-4
761
20-4
707
19-4
693
20-2534
18-5
VI
18-3
281
18-4
251
15-6
213
18-7
236
11-4
182
21-3
129
19-7
123

12.Louislana Tech
13 North Carolina
14 Nev.-Las Vegas
15 Tulsa
16 VUlanova
17 Illinois,
18 Oregon St
19.Ala -Birmingham
20.Maryland

5
6
4
13
12
11
15
11
17
19 ,
9
16
20

ning streak and has won
27 of its last 31 games
over the past two
seasons.
The Wolverines, who
lost veteran guard Eric
Turner and center Tim
McCormick, who made
themselves available to
the National Basketball
Association draft ahead
of time, have done it
without a single senior
in their starting lineup.
The bench isn't deep,
but so far it hasn't had
to be.
Freshman guard
Gary Grant more than
made up for the loss of
Turner and teams well
with Antoine Joubert in
the backcourt. R4chard
Rellford and Butch
Wade have performed
well at forward while
Roy Tarpley, the team's
biggest man at 6-foot.10,
has made himself into a
dominating center.
Frieder, however,
declined to single out
any one player.
"It's been a solid
team effort," he said,
"We're getting a lot of

Mancini declines playing himself in movie,
concentrates on regaining WBC boxing title
An AP Sports Analysis
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
For a moment. Ray
*Mancini, the former
lightweight champion,
saw stars.
Movie stars.
He had a chance to
play the lead in a television movie - "I Walk In
His Shadow: The Ray
'Boom Boom' Mancini
Story."
"I was very tempted
to say, 'Heck with the
fight game,' " the
23-year-old Mancini
said
But Mancini put a shot
at acting on hold in
favor of a shot at regaining the World Boxing
Association 135-pound
class title from UV-, ingstone Bramble Feb.
16 at Reno, Nev. The
movie, now in production, will be shown by
CBS on Father's Day,
June 16.
So the role of Mancini
will be played by
1 8-year -old Doug
McKeon, who played the
boy .in "On Golden
Pond." Robert Blake of
TV's "Baretta" fame
will play his father, Len-

ny -Boom Boom" Mancini, the No. 2
lightweight contender in
1942, whose careet was
interrupted' by World
War H and who never
got a title shot.
At first,• Mancini
wasn't considered for
the role of himself.
"My agent told them
they owed me a reading
(for the role)-1" said
Mancini. "But they
said, 'He can't do it.'
"When I went to read
for it, the director said,
'Hey, do it again. That
was pretty good.' I got
three readings."
And he won the part.
"Ray, we want you to
do it," Mancini said the
director told him. "Is
there any way to, push
the fight back?"
"Is there any way to
push the movie back?"
Mancini asked.
There wasn't, since
§-hooting is scheduled to
finish two days before
the fight. So Mancini
considered forgoing the
fight he has wanted so
badly since losing the
championship when he
was stopped in the 14th
round by Bramble last
June 2 at Buffalo, N.Y.

"For a couple of days
my head was messed up
because two things I
wanted were happening
at the same time," said
Mancini.
Mancini, of
Youngstown, Ohio, who
had read for the part
right after Christmas,
went to New York in
January for a news conference to formally announce the rematch.
"A man walked up to
me in the hotel lobby
and said, 'Ray, you're
an inspiration to a lot of
us.' That was the
clincher."
Inspiration is the
theme of the movie. Ray
"Boom Boom" Mancini
wanted to win the championship Lenny "Boom
Boom" Mancini never
had a shot at.
The younger Boom
Boom remembered going through his father's
scrap book. He wasn't
supposed to handle the
book alone - it was expensive in memories.
"When I was 8 years
old, I used to sneak a
look at it," said
Mancini.
He said that will be

the opening scenes. of
the movie, which will
end with Mancini winning the title in his second
attempt on a first-round
knockout of Art-Frias
May 8, 1982, at Las
Vegas, Nev. '
Mancini's first title
shot came when he was
stopped, in the 14th
round by Alexis
Arguello, the World
Boxing Council champion, Oct. 3, 1981, at
Atlantic City, N.J.
.Arguello, who has
retired from boxing, is
playing himself in the
movie.
"There'll be other
roles for me ... hopefully," said Mancini of his
missed'opportunity.
But Mancini did play
an indirect role in the
movie.
McKeon went to Las
Vegas while Mancini
was training there for
the 'rematch with
Bramble.
"He workeill out with
me and I showed him a
few things to make him
believable." said _Mancini, who in the ring
never has acted like
anything but a fighter
dedicated to winning.
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leoShoe

mileage out of a lot of
people at different
positions.",
Could the big leap in
the rankings give his
players a big head?
"I don't think this
rating will affect our
players," Frieder said.
"There's no question
National Basketball As/amebae
Phoenix
2520
506
EASTERN CONfERE NCE
we're an improved
Portland
22 28
140
Atlantic
Dnnsion
Seattle
team. We're playing
21 30
412
WI.
Pct
GB
LA Clippers
20 30
400
very close to our potenBoston
4/
9
829 Golden State
11 18
224
Philadelphia
341 10
796
tial. But, we've got to
II*
1.10ndly
Games
ashington
28 24
No games scheduled
538 14
work very_ hard to keep
New Jersey
24 26
480 17
Tuseday'S Games
New York
18 13
363 234
Dallas at Cleveland
It there.
Central Division
Philadelphia at Indiana
"Our goal was to get
Milwaukee
34 17
667 -Detroit at Chicago
Detroit
30. 19
612
into the NCAA tourna3
New Jersey at-Milwaukee
Cihicago
24 25
490
II
Phoenix
at Houston
ment this year, but now
Atlanta
21 29
420 121
.
Kansas City at San Antonio
Cleveland
we can maybe aim
16 33
327, 17
Atlahla at Denver
Indiana
16 34
320
L A Clippers at L A Laltess
higher. We've got a
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Utah at Golden State
'chance to win the Big
Midwest Division
Boston at Portland
Denver
31
g
20
Viiaahingto
608
n
at
Seattle
Ten, but we got to play
Houston
28 21
571
2
I ialias
five of our next seven
27 23
540 3
Wednesday's Games
San Antonio
25
25
500
Cleveland at New Jersey
games on the road - inl'tah
-2327
460 7t
New York at PhUadelprua
cluding our next three in
Kansas City
16 33
377 14
Dallas at Detroit
Peptic Division
a row."
Atlanta at Utah
I. A-Lakers
1K
•P
Golden
State at L A Clipper.
St. John's received 63.
of 64 first-place votes
and 1,279 points from
the nationwide panel.
The Redmen are currently on the nation's
longest Division I winnKentucky Prep Hoop Polls
Co
Hopltinaville Elizabethtown Washington
rn
The Top 10 teams in the Kentucky Associated Press
ing streak - 14 games
Fern Creek,-Green Co
boys and girls high school basketball poll. with first.
Serls
- and they set a Big
place votes, records as of Feb 10 and total points
.
_1. Marabal.1Co..*12.,
217-1-12R
East C,opference record
2 Lou Atherton
- 22-1 111
1. Lou. Seneca 13i
23-1 130
3 Whltesburg
with Sliturday's 70-68
18-2 St
2 Scott Co
22-2 106
4. Rowan Co
18-1 86
3 i tie 1 Owenaboro
decision over Villanova,
18-2 89
5 Lou Southern
20-3 67
Pulaski Co
20-2 89
Laurel Co
11 consecutive league
12-5 59
5 Lea Lafayette
_ 17-2_ 75._ 7.,
01.11ham CoMason
Co
'victories.
17-1 53
8 Boone Co
21-3
23
7 Lou. PRP
20-6 50
9 Owensboro Cath
Georgetown, which
16.4
8 Lou Trinity
16-3 24
10 Whitley Co
ti-1 1 received the other first- •9 Owen. Apollo
17-5 21)
Other.. receiving votes Scott Co 1 , Lee
Hen,
place vote, was named, 10. Marshall Co
16-6 19
Clay. Franklin Co . Pulaski Cu Ft Knox Bardstow
r.
Others receiving votes. Lou Easterly Lou Doss.
Bethlehem. Franklin-Simpson Belfry Lex Lafayette
second on every other
Franklin Co., Paducah St Mary. Madisonville.
Clay
Anderson CO Livingston Central. Clo Co
Allen Co
ballot to finish with 1,217
points.
Michigan finished
with 1,044 points. The
Wolverines, who beat
Big Ten foes Purdue andv
College Basketball Scores
Tn -Chattanooga 60
Cleveland St 90. Ill ,Clurago 7-Monday's Games
Illinois during the week,
Cent. Florida 55, Baptist 51
Illinois Tech 85. Concordia III
EAST
E.
Tennessee
St
SA,
Davidson
have improved from
67.
• Missot n 66 McKendree 111
Canisius 90. Maine 71
OT
Siena His 117 Franklin 54
Concord 86. W Virginia St 83, OT
18th to 10th to eighth to
Florlda.Southem 72, St Leo 55
SW Missoun St 62. N Iowa 54
Drexel 78. Hofstra 66
Elorlda St. 91. S Mississippi 79
third in the past four
Valparaiso 66 Wis. Green Bay
Fairmont St 78. W Virginia Tech
George Mason 113. Morgan St 72
62
Xavier, Ohio 93 Evansville 63
polls. On Thursday.
Jackson St. 71. Prairie View 65
Georgetown 57. Villanova 50
,Youngstovin St 61 E Kentur
Louisville 70, Virginia Tech 65
Michigan will face
N Carolina AkT 57. Md-E.Shore'
OT
Middle Tenn. 65, Murray St 59
SOUTHWEST
Iowa, which- trails by
Miss Valley St 78 Southern U 72
Aritaias St 67 Ark Little ab.
Niagara -80. Vermont 611
Samford 78, Florida A&M 59'
just . one-half game in
•
• Carolina St 54. Howatd 53
South Alabama 80 South Florida
- • BaYkor 94. SO 11fethoclIst
the race for the
St Francis, Pa. 98. Mercyhurst
.
90
be
Ned:Orleans 93. Pan Itrnencan 7,
76
automatic berth in the
South Carolina 73. Tulane 65
Oral Roberts 81 Oklahoma Cp.
Utica IS, Monmouth. N J .77
Stetson 100, Bethunt-Cookman 83
NCAA tournament. .
61
Wagner 73, St Francis. N Y 95
Tennessee St 65. Augusta 49
Texas-San Antonio 97, N Tex,.
SOUTH
"I'm sure this will
Tennessee Tech 117. Austin Pray
St 61/
Alabama A4kM 76 -Savannah St. 65
give Iowa incentive to
77
-FARVEST
MIDWEST
F. Washington 66 Gortzaga 63
Alcorn St 88. Grarnbling St 67
knock off a good team,"
Akron 54. Morehead St 53
Fresno St 52. Ca/Irvine 4o
American 79, East Carolina 62
Butler 66. St. Louis 61
Frieder said. "You
Fullerton St 86. Pacific de •
Appalachian St. 76.
Chicago St 78 Rmnie•••••
69
Washington 81 Arizona St 63
know, we can go in there
and play well and still
lose. We're just going to
South 12th Street
have to work hard."
Southsice Center

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
National Basketball Association

pecial One...
RAGRANCES

-.

753-8971

20-5070
OFF
STOREWIDE

All Running Suits
All Swimwear
All Tennis Rackets
All Sweat Clothes

Kt. and Ivory Jewelry

ACCESSORIES

AI

olds, Handbags, Belts)

LINGERIE

20-40% Off
50% Off
50% Off
40% Off
50% Off
40% Off
40% Off
40% Off
50% Off
20% Off
20% Off

All Merchandise lif-The- Store s At Least

• AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

.•

20% Off

------------------

-------

•

lie Place
50%4+1)2'44 moor
OMMITIONS
••••••.4',
,
4,
.

:?:.

College Basketball Monclat Scores

All Tennis Shirts
All Racket-Ball Rackets
All Leotards & Tights

P

-

lientuekv High Sehovl Hoop Poll,
.

All Athletic Shoes
All Warm-Ups
All Running Shorts & Tops
All Tennis Shorts

ciai Gifts For That /6
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State surplus property division has plenty of...well, stuff
shop. And if he doesn't, organizations.
FRANKFORT, Ky
(API — From he probably can find it.
"We're like a big flea
Shore's store, though, market," Shore said.
typewriters and office
furniture to scrap metal is not open to the
Officially, he works
and medical supplies, general public He for the Division of
even an occasional serves a select clientele Surplus Property in the
airplane, Robert Shore of public agencies and a Department of Educaprobably has it at his few non-profit tion. The division is the
state agency designated
by the federal government to receive surplus
federal property in
..

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

1__
Inside Dining Only

•

Free Refills On Drinks

Kentucky.
Shore, the division
director, said
employees scan .lists of
surplus federal property
and Rccasionally make
trips to federal installations to seek items of
interest.
The materials are
brought to Kentucky
and often refurbished or

•

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Jo ANNE

repaired. They then are
stored in warehouses in
Frankfort and Madisonville where representatives from other
public agencies shop
during regular business
hours.
If a special item is
sought, city, county or
school officials from
across the state often
call ahead to make fibre
it is in stock.
Business is good.
During the 1984 fiscal
year, the division

received more than $5.8 agencies. Law enforcemillion worth of proper- ment agencies were the
ty and disposed of second most-frequent
slightly more than $5 buyers, followed by
million worth. Shore is public health agencies,
trying to sell the rest in parks departments,cona special "Warehouse servation groups and
Sale" Tuesday through economic development
Thursday. An advertise- concerns.
ment for the sale is in
There is.no profit in
the "EdNews," the of- being the middleman
ficial publication of the for such surplus properDepartment of ty, Shore 'said. If the
Education.
division starts making
The majority of the money, federal officials
property in 1984 was come in and tell him to
sold to other education lower prices. As a

(Dealt)
113

By Abigail
Van Buren

THE FAR SIDE

Love Jerry

Kids Paying Rent at Home
Learn Living Within Means

By GARY LARSON
C '985 t_Wver-sa Preis Synd•c•t•

kie,yrjo0 )6c1 171l!,f bug-eya-4,
greasy sardine! Let rne -fel) you
Some-thing ahout your sister./..
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"Well, Vern, looks like that buffalo paper you set
out this morning is doing the trick."

ARE

Testing whether fish have feelings.

21, LITTLE REMINrEZ
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NEVER SAW
ANYBODY GET
EXCITED ABOUT
LINCOLNa BIRTHDAY!

A I-1005E BECOME5 A HOME 3
ONCE fr5 WELL E5TABLI5HEI7
WITH CAT HAIR

DEAR ABBY: To "Furious in
Dallas," who thinks it stinks that
parents would ask their child to pay
roam and hoard for living,at home:
("Children don't ask to be born,"
atd_1Furious." "Their parents
brought them into the world, and
they're responsible for feeding,
• clothing and housing them until
they decide to leave home.")
When I finished my schoolik; and
entered the working world, I, the
child, was required to pay my parents
room and board every week. My
family was fairly well off, so at first
I was angry, but my parents told me
it was for my-own good—that it
would teach me responsibility and
prepare me for the "real" world.
They were right. That's how I
_learned the value of money—how to••
spend it and how to save it and how
to live within my means.
The day I went to buy my wedding
gown, mj, wonderful mother pulled
out a little book and gave it to me.
Inside was -a savings account with
all the money I had paid for rooiw.
and board! She smiled and said,
"It's yours.Actually, I learned two lessons:
responsibility and love.
LEARNED IN PENNSYLVANIA

DEAR ABBY: My husbarid and I
are in a heated discussion over
something that is so trivial I'm
almost ashamed to ask,. but I'm
afraid if I don't find the answer, it
could escalate into something
serious.
•
We have a 9-month-old lhon who
has just started to walk a little. My
husband says, "Put shoes on him
right away to help him walk better,
and hurry up or the kid will grow up
with flat feet."
I say,"He has 74.6 years to wear
shoes; what's the hurry?"
Please, Abby, help us.
FOOTLOOSE MARY
DEAR MARY: Assuming the
boy's feet are normal, he doesn't
need shoes until he starts
walking outside—then he'll need
them only for protection. And
tell your husband that walking
without shoes does not a flatfoot
make.

reply, please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.)

*•*

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Moccasin
4 Evaluates
9 Paddle
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Musical drama
14 Consumed
15 Confidence
17 Distended
19 Flesh
21 Weight of India
22 Argues
25 Title of respect
29 Spanish article
30 Renovate
32 Epic sea tale
33 Gratuity
35 Lavishes
fondess on
37 Fall behind
38 Short jacket
40 Harvests
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SEW
STERE
APE
ARA
MORAL
LAY
CAREER
AMBLE
K E P T G%6
NI01.1.
E D E
EOS
I BIS
A
A
tvt
0
0
A
A
ER
0
S

42 Roman 1001
43 Repulse
45 Eccentric
47 A state: abbr.
49 Location
50 Touching
54 Wants
57 Veneration
58 Earn
60 Cry of cow
61 Wager
62 Zodiac sign
63 Stitch

.
I

DOWN

DD

1 Fondle *
2 Ventilate
3 Fragment
4 Revolved
5 Newsgathering
org.
6 Spread for
drying
4

5

6

0

O NEDEWE W
I
A A N GS
OWEN

7 Goddess of
discord
8 Capital of
Oregon
9 Grain
7

8

9

10

11

MEE 1111111111111111 WOE
II
II• III
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II All
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TRAINERS.
WHAT'S IT
DOING
HERE?

ORDER
ARE TO LET
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OBSERVE
AS FAR AS
P0091134.6
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26 Pigeon pea
27 Trumpeter bird
28 Enchantment
31 Has on one's
person
34 Parent: colloq
NMI 36 Dashes
39 Tidy
41 Surfeit
44 South American
animal
46 Abounds
48.Genus of
maples
50 Engineer's
compartment'
51 Be in debt
52 Seine
53 Prefix - three
55 Female deer
56 Seed
59 That is: abbr.

NI fil
N. NUUUMill
Id
Id ill
II Id
Mil . II id
iil
NUN id•
kil

10 Devoured •
11 Crimson
16 Scorch
18 Macaws
20 Choir voice
22 Hinder
23 Choice part
24 Mediterranean

Nail
111 ill Mil
II III il
hi
id
III
ill
ill•II

$5495.
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to you

Best-selling records of
the week of Feb. 10 base d on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1. "Easy Lover,"
Philip Bailey and Phil
Collins
2. "I. Want To Know
What Love Is,"
Foreigner
3. "Careless
Whisper," Wham!
4. "You're The Inspiration," Chicago
5. "Like A Virgin,"
Madonna
6. "All I Need,' Jack
Wagner
7. "The Boys Of Summer," Don Henley
8. "Loverboy," Billy
- Ocean
9. "Run To You,"
Bryan Adams
10. "California Girls,"
David Lee Roth
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.DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, who
is getting married next summer,
suffers from asthma and is allergic
DEAR LEARNED: Lucky you
to cigarette smoke.
to have had such wise parents.
With the wedding invitations we
Read on for another example of
plan to enclose a separate card
how responsibility is taught:
noting that there will be a reception
DEAR ABBY: I know a couple and dinner following the wedding.
whose daughter got pregnant when On that card, we shall (in polite
she was in high schooL She kept the words) ask the guests to please
baby and her mother raised it while refrain from smoking.
Is it acceptable to do that?
she the young mother) ran around
WONDERING IN
and got pregnant again:
.
COUNCIL BLUFFS
Abby, my daughter will be taught
the facts of life as soon as she is old
DEAR WONDERING: Absoenough to understand them. If she
decides to have sex before she's lutely! The well-mannered inwilling to take responsibility for her vitees who cannot make it
actions, stre-will have to pay the through the festivities without a
consequences. In plain language, if nicotine fix will know that they,
she gets pregnant,she will have two will be expected to step outside
choices: She will either have to put for a smoke. And those wlio
the baby up for adoption or she will object need not attend.
have the baby,stay home 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, and. take
*5*
care of it like any other mother!
If she wants a high school diploma
or a college education, she will have
(Problems?
bugging you? Unto figure.oul fox herself how to do it. load on Abby,What's
P.O. Box 38923, HollyOLD-FASHIONED MOTHER wood, Calif. 90038. For a personal

ACROSS

5. L

rnrni

Top 10.discs
of week listed

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Poo can 1/ e•at tho% wi•II at home for this price.

result, there are
bargains to be had.
A top -of-the -line
typewriter that might
have cost $800 new will
sell for $250 after it is
repaired.
Items obtained from
federal installations are
usually in working
order, Shore said,
though many are touche d up by state
employees before
resale.
While office materials
and furniture are the
most common items,
Shore also has obtained
cars, trucks and Jeeps.
An'airplane was obtained from a federal agency for the state police
and a helicopter was obtained for a Jefferson
County law enforcement
agency.

Notice

Good
Heaven
CARL
DORAN
is 27!

you q
receiv(
months
224,000
gradu,
mana
perieni
901-885
9:30a.r

BLADDER weak Simple
exercise to strengthen
weak bladders. Send $1.00
and stamped envelope to:
Lynn Harrison, Rt. 2 Box
13. Buchanan. Tenn.
38222.

plicatic
help. F
PM. li
PM to
Feb 11
Fashic
1111 Cl

Happy
Birthday
Daddy,

sale:
periez

tt,tAN

No

rtETAI
'Salary

sion A
to P
Shelby
E9ua
Emplo]

I Love You,
Tina
JT7bY Williams Tax
Servie. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
436-5496.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

-

Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Baskets, Gorilla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes,
Catering, Free Delivery.
753-9280
NORTH 641 Craff &
Flea Market. Murray.
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.

•

Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445
T114 the New Avon
earnings opportunity

•••••••••.,

—717111—ritti 4750-5 500
weekly. Call 753.0232
anytime. For service
too.

Jim Suiter. & Jerry
Henry MI be in our

showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,

Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick
.RSONALTZED
Valentine gifts, ladies
panties, appliqued
sweatshirts, aprons. Let
can your gift! Faye's
Monograms, Downtown, Murray. 753.7743.

•
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5. Lost and Found
POUND. Calico Cat near
Gatesborough. Call 7530372.
LOST Blonde Cocker
Spaniel in vicinity of Rte
4, Dodds Road. Answers
to name Sundance. Dog is
sick needs to go to the vet.
Call 753-7162.
LOST. Yellow and white
Tom cat. Lost in Carter
Elementary School area.
Approx 8 years old. Call
753-5810.
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Help Wanted

6

9. Situation

Wanted

my home day & night
Call 753-6043.

LONG distance trucking. No experience
necessary. northAmerican Van Lines
d , s
owner/operators! If
you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one, northAnierican offers a tractor purchase
program that puts you
into a tandem -axle
tractor for an initial
investment of $2995 to
$5495. If you are 21 or
over and think you may
qualify, we'd like to talk
to you. For a complete
information package
call toll free 1-800-8481000 Ask for dept. 194.

10. Business Opportunity

International steel

building manufacturer awarding
dealership
in
available areas
soon. Great profit
potential in an expanding industry.
For application call
Wedgcor (303)
759-3200. Ext,
2403.
13. For Sale or Trade

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! .,$609.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No ,experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce. FL 33482

SALESMAN
Local
retail
business. looking
for aggressive person. Sales experience important. All inquiries
confidential. Send
resume to Ledger
& Times P.Box
1040-G.

MATCHING twin beds
with mattresses & box
springs and matching
dresser, $250. Call 4362106.
ROUND wooden table &
4 chairs, maple finish.
Call 753-8092.
,SEARS king-size bed, 5
yr old, excellent condition. 6800. Call 759-9926.

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

ow accepting applications for part time
help. Hours: 11AM to 2
PM. Interview's from 2
PM to 4 PM Thursday.
Feb 14th. Wendy's Old
Fashion Hamburgers,
1111 Chestnut.
.

WHIRLPOOL heavy

RETAIL floor covering
salesperson. Experience necessary.
Salary plus commission. ,Apply with resume
to P.OBox 2 1 7
Shelbyville, KY 40065.
Equal Opportunity
Employe{

washer with 4 cycles.
Only 66.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.

Equipment

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.11
Opened
Today
6.27
.16
Up

Cornpl;meois of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
bl/V

DiotrIOnait

10 8 Ocnly

12 5 Sunday

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service BS in accounting
with 14 years experience
in preparing personal.
business and farm returns
94 West end
Oaks Roecl
Call 753-3215 for appoint•
ment day or night

12x65 MOBILE home
Furnished, undrpinning, blocks, nice. Also.
'81 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
pickup, extra nice. Call
498-8588.

20, Sports Equipment

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

GUNS, Rogers GTun
Shop; S&W 44 mag.
. $375, M/36 $200, M/19
$250, M/27 $245, M/459
$330, M/60 $245, M/66
$270, Roger Super Black
Hawk $240. 759-9673.

2 BEDROOM trailer,
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
759-1417.
OR 3 BR. furnIshed.
AC/naturffll gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209

24. Miscellaneous

FOR lease, 604 Olive
St.. 3.000 sq. It of office
space. 3 months free
rent with 3 'yr. lease.
Call collect: Wayne
Mayes 502-582-1400.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

30. Business Rentals

20
DIRT blazer bike
for sale. 4 years old.
Good condition, $35
firm. Call 753-0126.
JCP exercise bench,
with leg lift, chinning
bar & let bar. $250. Call
759-9926.
LARGE Ashley- wood
stove. Nice condition.
Call 759-4663.

WHIRLPOOL microwave
oven with 700 watts cooking power. Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.
25. Business Services
FOR advertising
specialties, calendars,
magnetic signs, and
political campaign
materials, call Jim
Cain, Murray, Ky.
Phone '15021 759-1602.
l'You feel no pain when
you buy from Cain."
STURTE7-15777-1177
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The I. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
experience preparing Individual, Business, Partnership, and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients Now preparing
returns day or night call
an
759-1425
for
appointment

1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 299,75
Opened
303.40
Today
Up
3.65

Hours

19. Form

25. Business Services

POLE buildings- 24'x40'
completely erected $3.
650. 12'7E8' end - slider
and entrance door included. Other sizes
available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-4284009 KY, 1-800-792-3498
IND.
TRACTORS, new and
used tractor parts. New
and used farm equipment. Call Mitchell &
Son Central City 502-7541723.

GEORGE Hodge and
Son We buy trade and
sell used furniture,
appliances and TV's.
For sale: used freezers,
refrigerators. ranges.
washers & dryers, used PIOEER UKP-7600
bunk beds, regular auto -reverse car
beds, bedroom suites, cassettee radio. Bass,
dinette 'suites. -couch & treble loudness, music
chair sets, odd chairs & search. $100 o.b.o. 759couches, shelves & 1728 before 5p.m.
bookcases, pots, pans SEASONED' firewood
and dishes. #10 Dixieland oak, hickory, mixed
Shopping Center.
hardwoods $30 /rick
delivered. MM. order 2
1-4. Want to Buy
ricks. Call John Hover
1 ACRE of land 1 or 2 753-0338..
miles from Hardin. Call SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will do
759-1668 after 5p.m.
tree trimming; removWANT to buy standing ing,
and shaping
timber. Call 492-8877.
,.shrubbery. Call
WANT to buy new or 753-5476.
used canoe. If you have
TWIN beds and dresser.
one for sale, call 759$125.
Mobile Home.
1663 after noon.
$7500. Grand Prix. $950.
Must Sell. Call 753-5292...
15. Articles for Sale

MANAGER trainee, if
you qualify you will
receive $1500 for two
months while in school,
$24,000 per year after
graduation. Sales &
management experience helpful. Call
901-885-3074, 8: 30a.m.9:30a.m. only.

WA

WHIRLPOOL heavy duty
dryer with 3 temp selections. Only $4.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.

SEWING- alterations,
babysitting, ironing. All
my work's guaranteed.
All types of tailoring. I
have an answering
machine so for any of
these services call
Barbara 759-1836.

wrcr-E-EilWrg In

SEEN out of work long?
Bills piling up? Looking
for a way out? DON'T
BE LAZY, get
metivated. Call 762-3839
to learn how r can help
you start building personal and financial
success. YOU CAN
change your life for the
better!

16. Home Furnishings

FEDERAL, state, &
civil jobs available Call
1-1619)-569-8304 for info
24hrs.

6. Help Wanted

s.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1.9K5

JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50, long forms $15
and up (includes
Federal & State I. Th
home service for
elderly or shut-ins. lean
489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.m. for appointment
or information.
RTIt Long Tailor Shop.
Alterations, tailoring,
specializing in narrowing lapels. Drapes
made. 400 S. 4th,
9a.m.-5p.m.. 753-1396.

Place Your Classified
Across Kentucky
for just .

32. Apts for

Farms for Sale
50 Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
10 ACRE horse farm. FOR sale or trade. 1967 FORREST Construc80 stalls. Ready for full Dodge Van Call after tion All types of conoperation, breeding. 5:30p.m 753-3652
struction Br remodeling.
boarding, training. Readditions & new house
becca Cannon, 502-863'blue prints.- Call
51
Campers
3966. Elkhorn -Heritage
753-9688
Real Estate
1977 JAYCO 20 ft. GENERAL HOME
self-contained trailer, REPAIR. 15 years exair & awning. Call perience. Carpentry,
46 Homes for Sale
435-4429,
concrete, plumbing,
3 BR home in Hardin, 2 LELY, 15 ft. roterra..good roofing. siding. NQ JOB
acres, central air & condition $1895. Galloway TO SMALL. Free esMotors Henderson. Ky timates. Days 753-6973.
heat, full basement
nights 474-2276
Only serious inquiries 1-826-6263.
GTERING by Sears.
call 437-4713
52. Boats-Motors
Sears continuous gut16 FT. Stinger bass ters installed for your
boat. 115 Mercury. Real specifications. Call
good condition. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
435-4429
story house, 4
Wedding
53. Services Offered
bedrooms. livingroom,
Photography
•
APPLIANCE
REPAIR:
dining room, den,
753 8298
•
Factory
authorized
for
built-in kitchen. wood
a
CARTER STUDIO '
Tappan. Kelvinator and
stove,
attached
loo MAIN SI SUIT' 8
Brown. Service on gas
garage and workshop.
I Nr.oth 3,citgntrorIto
and electric ranges.
Barn IL pond, on 3
microwaves, disocreA, less than 15
h w a s. h -e rs, re- LICENSED Electrician
minutes from Murray
frigerators. etc. Earl for residential and
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- commercial. Heating
$49,500.
Coll
and air condition. • gas
5341
1.345-2817.
installation - and repair
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore, Phone 753-7203.
BY owner, beautiful Westinghouse.
Cape Cod, 4 BR, 2 bath, Whirlpool. 22 years
31'x22' family room, experience. Parts and
finished basement, gas service. Bobby Hopper.
heat, TVA insulation, Bob's Appliance Ser*Boxing
low utilities. Beautifully vice, 202 S. 5th St.
landscaped with patio, Business 753-4872, 436*Framing
garden & fenced yard. 5848 (home).
*Born Posts
Excellent location. For CARPENTER. 27 years
*Fence Posts
appointment call 753- experience. At this time
.
.
7522.
taking interior work.
*Treated Lumber
Also, taking suitable
*Metal Roofing
47.Motorcycles
exterior bids on
*Farm Hardware
1983 YAMAHA 200, 3 buildings. Get on the
lists now. Call for W.A.
wheeler, Call 489-2757
& Son collect 345-2024.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

FARM
LUMBER

COUPLE of female
graduate students will
share a 3 BR house near
MSU and downtown.
753-6577 or call collect
443-1071 for Kathy.
ELTRNI-SHED Apartmenf
one bedroom, also sleeping room. Adults only.
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th 48. Auto
Services
Street. Murray. Call 753Aluminum
GOOD reconditioned
6609.
Service Co.
TAKING applications batteries, guaranteed,
Aluminum and vinyl
for Section 8. Rent $15. Call 753-3711.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 Ttcr All Pro Auto Parts.
siding. Custom trim
BR. Apply Hilldale Full line auto parts &
work. References.
Apts., Hardin_ Ky. automotive paint. We
Call Will Ed Bailey,
Equal Housing deliver. 504 Maple, 753753-0689
4461
Oprrtunity.
r) AVE'SCleaning.
W*0 bedroom furnished
Windows & Carpets,
and one bedroon un- 49.Used Cars
furnished apartment. 1968 PONTIAC LeMans, residential & dimmercial. Call 9arti-10p.m.
Lease and deposit re- $550. Call 753-3868.
quired, no pets. adults 1969 FORD pickup. Call 436-2845. If no answer
call 436-5836. Free
only. Call 753-9208 after 4 759-4165.
'Estimates.
1976 CADILLAC, Coupe
Pm
de Vile, fully loaded DILL Electric is now re33. Rooms for Rent
$1200. Call 753-7111 or 436- winding electric motors.
Call 753-9104.
ROOMS near campus 58.69.
ENCE sales at Sears
Boys only Call 753.5561
19$7 GRAND Prix, red,
loaded. Please call after now. Call Sears 753-2310
for. free estimate for
34. Houses for Rent
6p.m. 759-4505.
your needs.
2 BR house, $200 a 1979 PONTIAC Sunbird.
month plus deposit. -Auto, under 50.000 mi.,
Adults 753-6156
good on gas. $2700. Call
BErPROOM house,7753-8192 between 4p.m.1639 Miller. Murray. 8p.m.
497-8225
1§82 Z-26 Camaro, dark
blue metallic, t-top, velINTERIOR
38. Pets-Supplies
ure interior. ERS stereo
EXTERIOR
IlLAM Labrador pup- system, all options, New
PA It•ip
pies, full blooded, 5 Eagle GT radials, car in
a
showroom condition. Will
weeks old. Call 753-0638.
WALLPAPERING
sell
$500
below
book
or
CHIHL AHL, AS,
small males, $125. J&J best offer. Call 753-8317
ask for Tim.
Kennels, 901-782-3268
73 DODGE Charger.
Perfect condition. new
4 3 . Real Estate
brakes, blue, 40.000 -mi.
n ANN Repo. 56-acre Call
753-2436.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
dairy farm. Modern
house with. barns. 74 FIREBIRD. Needs
Located in; Green I paint 8z runs good. Call
HAROLD'S Tree SerCounty. Possible finan- k 753-4043.
vice. Topping, cutting,
cing. For more in- 50
Used Trucks
trimming. etc. Also,
formation call 502-358
1962 CHEN I pickup. clean-up work, shrubb3126.
ery & over grown areas.
RANK of Murray & Fm Call 753-2621
Fast, dependable serH.A. repossessed pro- _1983 CJ7 JEEP Call
vice. Insured. For free
perties. Other listings. .-after 6p.m 753-7644.
estimates call 437-4607.
Murray-Calloway Co
1984 CHEVY van. PS.
blown in
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. pb, air, president INSULATION
by Sears. TVA ap753-8146 or Ron Talent series, raised roof, color
proved. Save on those
TV.. loaded. 753-5976 or
753-9894.
high heating and cool__after.5p.m. 1.3&5862_
P.A R-.1 DIS F.!.
ing bills. Call 'Sears
Coral. Florida. Lots 1984 TOYOTA 4x4. Ex75'3-2310 for free
from $2500, Homes $59. tra cab, SR5 sport
estimate.
500. Free Brochure! truck. Low mileage
Douglas Realty, 4831 perfect condition. 753Coronado, Cape Coral. 1342 or 436-5529 ask for
Eric.
FL (8131642-6906.

PAINTING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

The 11th Annual
Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

53 Services Offered
ROOFING Plumbiz4
Siding
Addition,.
Painting. General Carpentry P A Molonv Co
753 - 8628
r e
Estimates

Professional
Stump Removal
'Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

•

lin, rip rap and
rnasonar:, ,and
voo.
dirt, gravel, fill sancr
Call Roger Hud,on
753-4545 or 753-6763

,
and

ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break. I fix. Call 4362868
PAINTI•NGp a p
h a n g•I n g .
commercial- re
sidential. Free es
timates. References 25
y r s.: experience
Tremon Farris 759-140,7

TLC.
We
clean
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this are-a759-9754
759-1834

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
759-1983
SEWING, Machine. ,
pair All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674.
Stella. Ky
3HOLAR Plumbing &
Electric. Call 437-4740

TI-ME.AT'N
ry
For. Generalm AStart.-!
S•erv-ite
&
paired
KY.f.1. 2 0 f.:0
.i502i15-.8742
WET BASEMENT' W•
make Aet baserrint,
dry. Work completcl
guaranteed
Call 01
write Morgan Cd'n
struction Co. Rt. 2. BOX
40,914\ Paducah.
42001 ol• call 1-442-7026

Oriunrs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORK INC;

JOINER'S Tree Ser•
vice. .30 years ex•
perience. Also bucket
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
truck for hire. Call
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach
• Oak • Walnut • Chen,.
753-0366.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
,
•
LEE'S CARPET
KITCHEN-CABINET
• VANITIES
•
CLEANING. For all • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &TOPS
FURNITURE REFINISHING your carpet 8z upholstCOMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By 11, Sea Our Dlaploy
ery cleaning. For a free •
•
•
estimate call 753-5827.
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
•
Satisfied references.
.•
•
•••eø• a cc.•••_••••*

kaSDLUIE
Holiday Inn
Murray tCy

Mena61

Fri 1PM
Feb 1St.,

GOLD - SILVER - DIAMONDS
Total Liquidation Of The Estate
VIRGIL LEO NEUMANN

Rings
Earrings
Necklaces
Gold Chains
Men's Rings
Charms

Of

"LEO'S JEWELRY STORE"
Diamonds
Sapphires
Rubys
Onyx
Opals
Topaz
Tourmaline
Turquoise
Aquamarine
Emeralds
Garnett
Tiger & Cat

Eyes
NOTE - The Honorable Joseph W..Bolin Attorney for the estate of
Virgil Leo Neumann, has commissioned the "Auctioneer to self the
inventory of "Leo's Jewelry". Seldom has merchandise of this-qualitY
& beauty been offered on these circumstances. Be there prepared mbuy
Merchandise May Be Viewed 6-7- p.m Date of Sale

41.

•
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To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
-P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 9th
At The Fairgrounds

MAYFIELD, KY.
A Good Place For Buyer And
Seller To Meet!!
Consign Your Surplus Machinery
To This Sale!!

(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

If You Have Machinery For Sale
Or If You Are In Need Of Some
Good.. Used Machidery,- -ThenMark Your Calendar Now And
Plan To Attend This Auction!!

The Kentucky Statewide Classified -cillows your classified advertisement to appear
in /(entucky Press Association.
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!

18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

The Auction Company Will Have A Rapresentative On The Grounds Thursday And
Friday Prior To The Sale To Unload And
Check In Your Machinery. Consignments
Will Be Accepted Until Sale Time!!

Contact

_'

Seller, Or Visitor
MR. FARMER DON'T FOOL YOUR
EQUIPMENT AWAY! THE BIG ;ALE
WILL BE AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
SATUtIDAY, MARCH ,9TH
TRIED - TESTED.- PROVEN

JAMES R. CASH
*.,

AUCTION:. R & RI At F STATE- F111081
FANCY FARM KENTLiCK'r
5021 621 8466 or (A?, 67.1 h it-18

27 Words $4.1t8
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger 8 Times.
Name
Address
Zip
City
State
Phone

We Welcome You As A Buyer,

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
-CLASS I FIED
PROGRAM °

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

53 Services Offered
EEI) work on .your
trees' Topping, pruning. shaping, complete
removal and more Call
ROVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338

Classified Ad Form

AUCTION

$99

The Murray
Ledger 8. Times
753-1916

Rent

45

Ii

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM. 12 Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.
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Mrs. Green s rites planned Shackelford
Services for Mrs. Terry Todd, Steve Todd,
Pearl Green will be Billy Todd. Robert rites ‘sill be
Wednesday at 2 p.m in Gallio.n and Jesse
ednesda)
the chapel of the Arnold.

Homer Edward Stallings dies
The funeral for
Homer Edward Stallings will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
The Rev. Warren Sykes
will officiate.
Grandsons will serve
as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Olive
Branch Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Stallings, 73,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Sunday at the Henry
County General
Hospital, Paris. He was
a rptired farmer who
worked for H.E. Spinks
Farms for many years.
He was a member of

Blalock -Coleman
Honorary pallbearers
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Vidie
will be J.T. Todd, Calvin
The Rev. Jack Jones Todd, Howard Todd, Shackelford, 91, New
and the Rev. Kenneth John Arnold, Leon Ar- Concord, died Monday
Todd will officiate. nold, Dwane Melton, at 7:25 p.m. at the West
Music will be by Juanita George Merrell, Timmy View Nursing Home.
Lee and Bobbie Todd, Lynn Clark.
Her husband. Tiny
Burkeen.
Donald Steffey, Wayne Shackelford, died Jan.
Active pallbearers Gargus. Robert Gallion. 2, 1968. She was a
will be Mike Todd, Jr., and David Steffey.
member of the New
Burial will follow in Concord Church of
the Murray 'City Christ.
Born July 15, 1893. in
Cemetery.
Friends may call Calloway County, she
from 3 to 9 p.m. today was the daughter of the
(Tuesday) at the late William Richard
Ferguson and Eliza
funeral hour.
Mrs. Green, 81, 705 Miller Ferguson.
The funeral for James
Survivors are one
Chestnut St., died MonH. t Jimmy Armstrong
day at 3:46 a.m. at the daughter, Mrs. Bob
is today at 2 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway Coun- (Dorothy) Montgomery,
chapel of the Blalock1604 Belmont; one
ty Hospital.
Coleman Funeral
She is survived by one grandson, Tom MonServices for John AnHome. The Rev. Hal
daughter, Mrs. Ellen tgomery and wife, drew Camp will be toShipley is officiating.
Elizabeth James. Diane, 'Murray; three day at 3:30 p.m. at the
Dwane Jones is
Houston, Texas; one nephews, Eric Burton, McKenzie Church of
organist.
son, Jean I. Green and Jack Burton and Dan Christ, McKenzie, Tenn.
Pallbearers are L.E.
wife, Kathleen. Mur- Burton. Metropolis, Ill.
Burial will follow in
Outland. Keith Knight.
The funeral will be
ray; one brother, Floyd
the Mt. Olivet Cemetery
Billie Ray Roberts. C. Arnold,
Hawaii; four Wednesday at 1 p.m. in with arrangements by
Dwight Watson, David grandchildr
en; three the chapel of the J.H. the Brummitt Funeral
Howell and Bobby step
grandchildren; Churchill Funeral Home, McKenzie.
Mitchell
nine great- Home.
Mr. Camp, 21, student
Burial will follow in -grandchildr
Burial will follow in at Murray State Univeren.
'the Spring Creek
the New Concord sity, died Sunday about
Cemetery
.Cemetery.
Armstrong. 61.
Mr
Friends may call at
5, Peucah. died
" the funeral home after 4
Saturday at 745 p.m. at
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Lourdes Hospital,.
Paducah.
Final rites for Orbon
• He is survived by his Albert Thomas were
wife, Mrs. Ruth Outland Monday at 2 p.m. at the
Armstrong; one Calvary Cumberland
Best-selling countrydaughter, Mrs. Edward Presbyterian Church,
western records of the
W. Holmes. Paducah; Mayfield.
week of Feb. 10 based on
two sons, James Dale
The Rev. Austin
Cashbox magazine's naArmstrong, Paducah. Prince, the- Rev. Ben
tionwide survey were as
and Ronald Lynn Arm- Butler and the Rev.
follows:
strong. Woodbridge, James Fulton of1. "Something In My
Va , four grand- ficiated. Burial was in
Heart," Ricky Skaggs
children. Sct and - the Calvary Cemetery
The funeral for
2. "Me Against the
christopher Homes and with arrangements by
.Sharissa and Nicole the Browns Funeral • William Ed Watson is Night," Crystal Gayle
3. ."A Place To Fall
today at 2 p.m. in the
Armstrong
Home, Wingo.
His wife. Mrs. Artelle
Mr. Thomas, 84, 804 chapel of J.H. Churchill Apart," Merle Haggard
4. "Make My Life
I Eva Nell
Tucker. Valley Dr., Mayfield, Funeral Home.
Harold Irvan and
With You," The Oak
Murray. survives along died Saturday at 11:25
with ,two brothers. p.m. at Community Weldon Thomas are of- Ridge Boys
ficiating. Billy Dan Orr
4. "Years After You,"
Howard Armstrong. Hospital there.
directing
is
serthe
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merger.
daughter, Mrs. Dee
Wanda. Sues Yates,
Pilot Oak.
A native of Calloway
County. she was the
widow of Dodgie
Tucker. She had been an
employee of the former
Merit Clothing Co, for...
about 12 years.
Survivors , are her
daughter, Mrs. Yates;
one son, Walter Thomas
(Tommy i Tucker. Flint.
Mich.: four sisters. Mrs.
Beatrice Sullivan,
Oregon, Mrs. Jessie
Nicholson and Mrs.
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nia, and Mrs. Clemmie
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French, Michigan: one
brother. J.C. Walker.
Michig.an; five
grandchildren_

trmstrong's
rites today
at chapel

the North Fork Baptist
Church. Born Sept. 17,
1911, in Weakley County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late James
Thomas Stallings and
Doner Ann Prince
Stallings.
Survive:IL" are his
wife, Mrs. Cordell'
Wallace Stallings, to
whom he was married
on Dec. 24, 1930; one
daughter, Mrs. Louise
Anderson, Paris; two
sons, James Claytus
Stallins and Lawrence
Edward Stallings,
Puryear, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Annie S.
Wyatt, Henry, Tenn.; 15
grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.

Camp's funeral at McKenzie

Mr. Thomas'
rites lionday'

8 p.m. in a two-car accident on U.S. Highway
641 South, four miles
south of Murray.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Camp, and one
brother, Brad Camp,
McKenzie; grandparents, Mrs. Vaughnell
Webb, McKenzie, and
Mrs. Lin Wells,
Eddyville.

Top country-western
records are released

\V.E. Watson
funeral rites
today, chapel

John Conlee 5. "Ain't She
Somethin' Else," Conway TvTitty
6. "One Owner
Heart," T.G. Sheppard
7. "She's Gonna Win
Your ,Heart,-" Eddy
Raven
• A. "You Turn me On,"
Ed Bruce
9. "Fire In The
Night," Alabama
10. "Baby's Got Her
Blue Jeans On," Mel
McDaniel

Miner fatalities said, occur more
in mines employing fewer people
Coal mines employing
50 people or less are the
scenes of many of
Virginia's miner
fatalities, so the stale is
seeking a $584,000 grant
from the federal government for an intensive
safety program directed
at small mines.
In 1984, eight of the 12
Virginia miners killed
on the job died in accidents at small mines.
Overall, Virginia has
consistently had a
higher death rate than
other states among
workers in underground
coal mines.
Harry Childress, chief
of the state's Division of
Mines, said part of the
reason for Virginia's
poor safety record is the
predominance of
underground mining in
the state. Virginia also
has some inherent roof.
control problems caused by the way the coalladen mountains were
formed.
"Small mines don't
have the ability to put a
lot of resources into
training and so forth
that a lot of large companies do," Childress
said. "They just don't
have the money and tte
people available to do

-it."
Dave Moore, acting
chief of state grants for
the federal Mine Safety
and Health Administration, said a decision
should be announced on
Virginia's grant request
within the next two
weeks. States have submitted applications for
about $9 million in
funds, he said, and the
money is to come out of
a budget of about $2
million.
A June 23, 1983
methane gas explosion
at the McClure No. 1
mine in Dickenson
County prompted the
Virginia -safety push.

The explosion killed
seven miners and was
the biggest mine
disaster in Virginia in 25
years.
Eva S. Teig, commissioner of the Department of Labor a,nd Industry, said the safety
program was pushed
back until April so the
MSHA funds, if approved, could be included. It
was supposed to start
early this year.
Virginia has 551
mines, 394 of them
underground. All but 30
of those employ 50 people or less, according to
the grant proposal.
Eight thousand of
Virginia's 14,000 working miners are
employed by small
mines.
With the MSHA grant,
Virginia would provide
a tuition-free annual
refresher training
course at small mines.
The state would also
select a topic to emphasize each month for
additional training at
the mines. Included
among the subjects are
roof control,,electrical
hazards, ventilation, explosives, dust control
and mine gases.
Some of the money
would be used to hire
personnel for Sonthwest
Virginia and Mountain
Empire community colleges, Childress said.
The additional instructors each would be
assigned 30 coal mines
that they would visit
once a month for nine
months.
Because the fatality
rate among supervisors
Is disproportionately
high, special seminars
would be offered for
them at the community
colleges. According to
the grant proposal, the
death rate among supervisors was 67 percent
higher than the

.industry-wide average
'between 1978 and 1980.
Coal company owners
and operators would be
able to attend one of six
half-day seminars on
keeping their mines
safe. Childress said the
persuasion would include more than a safety pitch.
"If we can show these
small operators how
they can save money in
the long run by preventing accidents, we will
have accomplished
something," he said.
"One lost work day accident costs $16,000."
A conference op mine
safety would be held this
spring, and testimonials
on mine safety by
representatives from
coal companies like
Westmoreland, CONSOL and Clinchfield
would be videotaped
there. The tapes would
be distributed to show at
small mines throughout
southwest Virginia.
In addition to the
MSHA-funded projects,
the state would pay for a
program designed to
spread awareness and
support of mine safety
among families
coal
miners, former miners'
who might return to the
workforce and young
people Who "Might
become miners in the
future. The program
would include poster
contests for school
children, festivals and a
country music
songwriting contest.
Childress, said the
mine safety push would
be in addition to $220,000
in MSHA funds spent in
Virginia each year to
help fund training in the
state.
"Traditionally, small
mines have a poor safety record," he said."We
hope to straighten some
of the problems out by
increasing awareness."

Disney-Gibson terminate merger

Mrs. Tucker's
funeral rites
held. church

Hog market

Disney, based in Burbank, Calif., canceled
the merger after objections by some
stockholders. Disney
has already accounted
for its settlement
payments to Gibson by
Including them in
Disney's 1984. earnings
statement, thinpany of-

Central Shopping Center
753-1606

C.R. Walker
dies here
on Sattre-day

•

Services for Charles
Ramon Walker were
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of the WhiteRanson Funeral Home,
Union City, Tenn.
Burial was in the East
View Cemetery there.
Mr. Walker. 77.• a
retired electrician."died
Thursday at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by one
son, David Harold
Walker, Martin, Tenn.;
one brother, John Wingo
Walker, Peru, mild.;
three grandchildren;
one great-grandchild

"
VALENTINE-SPECTA
1-8x10
2-5x7's
8 Wallet Size

Good

Only

$19.50

Tues. 12. Wed. 13 and Thurs. 14
No restrictions on subject matter
Call for an appointment

WEL
STU
LS
DIO
216 E. North St.. 247-.1,851 Nlafield. K.
Open Tues.-Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-12:38
Closed,Monda,

ficials said.
As a part of the licensing agreement announced Monday, Gibson will
become a corporate participant at both the Walt
Disney, World and
Disneyland theme parks
and will sell its products
at the parks, the companies jointly said.

For all your T-oyel Reeryotrons Coll
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SERVICE PARTS
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
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American and International Traveltirne

753.2617
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Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

1980 Oldsmobile Spirit
$337700

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

All-that-glitters sale
on karat gold jewelry. •
Cooks Jewelry
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And Beautiful
Valentine
Cards
That Say
It All—

A Wide
Variety of
Colognes
From Which
To Choose —

•

••••••••

Happy Valentine's Day
—from —

„
V.V4

ROY'S

Olympic
„
Plaza

753- DISCOUNT
2380 , PHARMACY
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky.
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